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"Anna, I want to be like you...

"...when I get older" (another youth added, "Me too!").
"It's something I strive for—to be a prayer warrior like
you, and always be smiling, and 'cool' like that." These
words came with deep feeling from the lips of Emily, a
young person attending a recent "This is Your Life" service at Cedar Grove, honoring Anna Stoner.
Anna Stoner was born in Blair County, Pa., in 1915,
and moved with her family to Juniata County when seven
years of age. She professed her faith in Jesus as her Savior
when eight, during a revival meeting in the Cedar Grove
schoolhouse, with Jacob Ginder as evangelist. She was
baptized in a stream the following spring.
When Anna was only ten years of age, her mother
passed away, leaving Anna and three siblings. Her father
remarried and Anna gained one more sister.
After her schooling, she worked in a private home in
Lancaster County, then at the Messiah Home in Harrisburg. While still a young person, she returned to Juniata
County, which has been "home" for most of her life. She
was employed in several garment factories and made
many lasting relationships.
Anna has been a member of the Cedar Grove church
for over 70 years, and has faithfully attended the services
of the church. She taught in both Sunday school and Vacation Bible School, from kindergarten to teenagers (they
have a special place in her heart), to Ladies' Bible Class.
She served in the Cradle Roll Department for 11 years,
and took quilts that she and her mother had made to the
babies of our church. She's been a "grandma" in the nursery, too.
Anna has been a minister to many missionaries—writing letters, praying and entertaining them in her home.
SPECIAL NOTE:
Articles about
"Special People"
in their teens,
20s, 30s, and 40s
are invited.
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She has reached out to
many with love and
compassion, visiting
on the telephone and
in homes, often taking
cookies, pies, or some
other delicious food.
Following a meal at
the church, she could
be found in the
kitchen washing dishes. And on church
cleaning day, Anna
came with her bucket
and cleaning rags.
For several years, she folded and stuffed bulletins on a
weekly basis. Her public testimonies were always refreshing, as she shared of her close walk with God. But most of
all, we remember her as a prayer warrior. Through her
prayers, she has entered into and made a difference in
many, many lives.
In addition to her ministry at Cedar Grove, she
answered the call of God to cross the mountain each Sunday for five years to teach Sunday school at the Saville
Brethren in Christ Church.
One of Anna's hobbies has been rug-making. She says
that when she felt led to give proceeds from making rugs
to the Church Building Fund, her orders increased.
As a result of the death of her sister, Mary Beth, with
whom she lived, Anna realized that it was best for her to
sell her home and move to Messiah Village. Already, less
than 2 weeks after her move, we are missing her sorely.
We have seen in Anna a tower of strength in difficult
places, submission to God's perfect will, not being anxious or fretful, but happy and rejoicing. We have seen in
Anna an example of true godliness, love oozing out of her
very being. She loves everyone, young and old alike, and
everyone loves her, from the youngest to the oldest. Never
have we heard her complain, speak negatively or unkindly
about anyone. We have seen in Anna a stability in facing
many changes in her 80-plus years, that speaks of her
close walk with God. No wonder Emily, and all of us,
want to be like her!
Submitted by Donna L. Zook, a member of the Cedar Grove congregation, Mifflintown, Pa.

"Special People" profiles a wide variety of Brethren in Christ members of all ages and from
all walks of life. You are invited to submit a short article about some "Special Person" you
would like to introduce to Visitor readers. Articles should be typewritten, preferably 300400 words, and must have the approval of the person being profiled. If your article is
accepted for publication, we will contact you to secure a photo for publication (which will
be returned). Mail your article to Evangelical Visitor, P.O. Box 166, Nappanee, IN 46550.
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| HEN MY NEIGHBORS had a
I dinner party the other night, all the
I races were present. It would have
seemed unusual if that had not
been the case, since our neighborhood is
composed of all races and of most of the
variations therein. Since we moved to
Philadelphia almost two years ago, our family has enjoyed reacclimating to a multicultural place. We have found it very stimulating to live among people who assume that
almost everyone has friends and acquaintances from backgrounds quite different
from their own.
Since I have become acclimated, that
must be why it grated on my ears when I
was at a conference with some pastors from
the Brethren in Christ and the presenter did
not assume that Brethren
in Christ pastors were
friends and acquaintances from many
backgrounds. It was
quite the opposite; he
started talking about
us, the Brethren in
Christ, as a "Germanic" people—not just
historically, mind you; he was talking about
us now! He was trying to help us pastors
evangelize across the borders of our identity.
He was trying to help us not build a wall of
BICness around ourselves that might lock
people out of our church and waste the
opportunities God is giving us.
What he was trying to do wasn't bad at
all, but his assumption kept gnawing at me.
It was based on a stereotype I have been running into for years when I hear people talking about our church. It goes something like
this: "The Brethren in Christ are dominantly
the ancestors of the Anabaptist Germans of
Pennsylvania, and one can predict what they
will do by studying that ethnicity." This time,
when I heard someone working out that
assumption, I woke up to three problems I

IMPROVEDI

Brethren
in Christ
by Rod White
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Fit a conference uuith some pastors, the presenter
started talking
about us, the
usually overlook: (1) He was talking to me
Brethren in
1. Number of assigned pastors who come
as if I fit that stereotype—but I am not Gerfrom families that you recognize as
Christ,
manic in background, or any other traditionBrethren in Christ. (If you don't know
their family background, that means you
al Brethren in Christ thing. Yet I was there.
as a
don't recognize it as Brethren in Christ.
(2) He was talking about the Brethren in
No need to do any investigation.)
Christ as a group, as if they fit that stereo"Germanic"
type—but very few of the people in the new
Allegheny/Susquehanna 26 35%
people...
church I pastor, Circle of Hope, could claim
Atlantic/Southeast
26 44%

any Germanic heritage (many didn't even
Central
1
3%
come from the same continent!) and they are
Pacific/Midwest
9
33%
certainly not Brethren in Christ in backCanada1
_3 24%
ground. Yet they are Brethren in Christ. (3)
Total
75 30%
He was talking to Brethren in Christ pastors
as if they fit that stereotype in general—but
Second question: How many assigned
I seriously doubted that was true anymore.
The third problem is what this article pastors came through Brethren in Christ
explores. I decided to get some facts about churches or schools? Maybe a person isn't
just who are the Brethren in Christ pastors. one of the "names," but picked up some
Who might fit this stereotype I detected and "BICness" and came to share some comwho would not? If they were all descendants monality by being part of a Brethren in
of the original River Brethren in one way or Christ church (attending with or without
another, I would understand how assump- one's family) or became attached through
tions about what makes a person Brethren in Messiah or Niagara. Again, the bishops
Christ were being maintained. So I took an could find such people. (Keep in mind that
informal survey of the bishops, who gra- the bishops weren't asked to do exhaustive
ciously answered three questions about the research; they just shared what they knew).
Often, when traveling among the brothers
pastors assigned in their regions:
and sisters, one can sense the connection
First question: How many pastors are people have if they are alumni, mostly of
from recognizably Brethren in Christ fam- Messiah College. This often translates into a
ilies? The bishops apparently knew what set of assumptions about who is "someone"
kind of people I was talking about, because and who is not. It is as if people who went
they all found at least one. I think these are through the school are more deeply Brethren
the people who are sometimes considered in Christ than those who didn't. As you can
the real Brethren in Christ. "Imports" like see, this number added another 17 percent to
me (and if you are an import, you probably the total of people who could be considered
know who you are) often joke about their "insiders," when it comes to the Brethren in
first introduction to the "names." Gwen and Christ ethos.
I dubbed ourselves the "Out-Siders" when
I think these people would be the ones
we arrived at General Conference in 1984. most likely to be considered the stereotypiThere seems to be a certain ethnic under- cally "Germanic" stock that make up the
standing and history that these people share. Brethren in Christ. Some were born that way,
That's a good thing, of course. But, as you others were grafted in by association. Withcan see, only about 30 percent of our local out claiming to have exhaustively tested this
myself, I think we might agree that a group
leaders have that background.
September 1997
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If 53% of
the pastors
did not grouu
up in the
Brethren in
Christ
Church but
chose to
live in the
church and
minister as
members,
that seems
like a very
affirming
thing. Many
pastors, like
me, chose
to connect
because
they
appreciated
uuhat the
Brethren in
Christ had
developed
over the
years.
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exists that fits this stereotype. It is not a bad did not grow up in the Brethren in Christ
group, of course. But I think it exists without Church but chose to live in the church and
consciousness, and that often ends up unwit- minister as members, that seems like a very
tingly shutting others out.
affirming thing. Many pastors, like me,
chose
to connect because they appreciated
2. Number of assigned pastors (other what the
in Christ had developed
than those above) who either grew up in over the Brethren
years. It seems right that, once
a Brethren in Christ Church or went to received, everyone should be considered as
Messiah/Niagara College, or both. The part of the make-up of the church. But old
distinction from those in Category One is assumptions die hard. I was reminded of the
that they either went to a Brethren in jokes people used to tell me when I moved to
Christ church without theirfamily, or con- rural Waynesboro, Pa. They kept pointing
nected with the Brethren in Christ in out that I would need to live there for ten
school. (If you don't know this informa- years before people stopped calling me a
tion, the person fits in Category Three.) "new arrival." It is not very funny when that
Allegheny/Susquehanna 1 7 22% same kind of lack of inclusion happens in a
Atlantic/Southeast 1
2 20% church.
Central
8 27%
In my neighborhood in West Philadelphia,
Pacific/Midwest
1 3% all kinds of people live together. We assume
Canada
_3 5% that there are many relationships to make
Total
41 17% with people unlike ourselves. I think the data
shows that we ought to be assuming the
Third Question: What pastors are left? same thing when we think about the Brethren
As you can see, a majority were left. Pre- in Christ. Our neighborhood has changed.
dictably, west of Pennsylvania it is a vast Over half the pastors do not reflect what formajority who do not fit the stereotype. Most merly might have been considered a likely
Brethren in Christ pastors do not have a Brethren in Christ profile. I think that is a
Brethren in Christ background. That fact very positive development. Our assumptions
should be noted and should serve to eradi- and the way we speak about ourselves
cate any mention of some previous stereo- should adapt to it.
type that used to identify a "BIC ethnicity,"
you with this. It seems to me
especially as dominated by Germanic people thatLetonemeofleave
the
things
we Bible-loving Brethfrom Central Pennsylvania.
ren in Christ people announcedly hold dear
3. Number of assigned pastors who came is that Christ has made us brethren. It isn't
to the Brethren in Christ as adults, not history, or race, or ethnicity, or Cooperative
from Brethren in Christ families, not Ministries. Ephesians 2 tells us there is one
having attended a Brethren in Christ new race in Jesus, and everyone is being reconciled to God through the cross as members
church or school.
Allegheny/Susquehanna 32 43% of that race. When we talk about ourselves as
Atlantic/Southeast
21 36% a distinctive people God has drawn together
Central
20 70% as Brethren in Christ, that biblical assumpshould be at the bottom of what we
Pacific/Midwest
17 64% tion
mean.
starting out German, CaliCanada
39 71% fornian,Whether
Latino,
Pennsylvanian, African
Total
129 53% American, or whatever,
let's keeping remindI mentioned some preliminary data from ing one another to adjust
assumptions
my informal survey to an interested person, and speech to reflect the newourpeople
we have
and they said, "Wow! the Brethren in Christ become in Jesus Christ.
have been doing a bad job of sending their
children into the ministry!" I winced. There
was that assumption again! It sounded like
there was, in fact, some kind of competition
between insiders and outsiders for the control of the group, and the real Brethren in
Christ needed to get busy! It seems to me
that one doesn't need to feel that way at all,
even if, for some reason he should feel invadRod White gives leadership to the Circle of Hope
ed by outsiders. If 53 percent of the pastors church planting in West Philadelphia, Pa.
September 1997
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The tough
teachings of Jesus

by Vernon C. Grounds

"No one ever spoke the way this man
does" (John 7:46). That was the
admiring tribute of the temple guards
who had been sent by the religious
hierarchy to arrest Jesus, an assignment they failed to carry out.
That reaction to our Lord's teaching has been almost universal. People who heard him in first-century
Palestine, people who through the
ages have read his words in the
Gospels, people down to the present
day—all have been tremendously
impressed by what he said and the
way he said it.
What makes Jesus' teachings
so striking?
Drawing on the rich resources of
Semitic tradition and especially the
Old Testament, Jesus used questions,
aphorisms, antitheses, paradoxes,
parables, and proverbs as he communicated his Father's truth to
engrossed crowds or magnetized
individuals. Endowed with a creative
imagination, he had a vividly picturesque speech style, full of verbal
pictures that imprinted themselves
on the mind. Aside from these qualities, a cluster of characteristics
stamped his teaching as strikingly
unique.
For one thing, he spoke with
authority (Matthew 7:29, Luke 4:36),
a commanding conviction, and persuasive power that compelled multitudes to listen. There was nothing
tentative or indecisive about his discourses, his illuminating comments,
and his stated beliefs.
September 1997

Jesus' teaching was also stamped
Secondly, he spoke with originality. Whether talking to one person or by universality. It appeals to people
preaching to thousands, he taught on every level of culture in every
with remarkable freshness, avoiding country and every century. It
any appeal to the weary shibboleths intrigues the minds of philosophers,
and timeworn cliches of his rabbinic captivates the hearts of ordinary folk,
and transformingly impacts lives
predecessors.
Jesus is thus what he
The teaching of Jesus was char- everywhere.
claimed
to
be—the
Light of the
acterized by simplicity. It was total- world.
ly free from technical terms and acaHis teaching is marked by finality.
demic jargon. Concrete, not abstract,
his rhetoric was easily understand- Out of all the innumerable words
able, sparkling with graphic allusions spoken by human beings since the
to flowers, children, farming, sheep, beginning of history, breathed out
bread, vineyards, fig trees, fishing, and forgotten, his have somehow
clouds, water, and countless other survived. More than that, they conelements of everyday life. Common- tinue to exert a powerful influence
place objects and experiences on men and women because they are
became the means of illuminating an unimprovable source of insight
the mysteries of the invisible world concerning the ultimate issues of life,
which sustains and pervades our death, and eternity.
physical world.
No matter, then, how immense
Yet at the same time, his teaching our progress in all branches of learnwas marked by profundity. His fas- ing and science may have been and
cinating parables, pithy epigrams, will be, the teaching of Jesus can
and enlightening flashes of humor never become irrelevant or outmodrevealed truth with shining clarity; ed. His own prediction will be valibut much of what he said had a depth dated till the end of time: "Heaven
of meaning that his hearers often did and earth will pass away, but my
words will never pass away" (Mark
not realize.
13:31).
Hearers could no doubt shrug
their shoulders if somewhat puzzled
by the deliberately opaque elements
in our Lord's rhetoric. But earnest
truth seekers were inspired to pursue the quest for deeper knowledge.
C. Grounds is president emerEven though his words have been itus Vernon
of Denver Seminary and director of
minutely analyzed by generation the Vernon Grounds Counseling Center.
after generation of devout scholars, Article courtesy of David C. Cook Church
they remain inexhaustible.
Ministries Group.
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Several years ago, while pastoring the
Antrim Church in Pennsylvania, it was my
regular habit to pray at 3:00 in the morning.
One morning while I was in prayer, the Lord
impressed on my heart the prophecy of Joel
that Peter quoted on the day of Pentecost:
"Your young men will see visions, your old
men will dream dreams" Acts 2:17.
I questioned in my heart, "Lord, why
aren't we seeing these dreams and visions
today?"
Several weeks went by, and I began
dreaming repeatedly that I was preaching to
large crowds of black people. I prayed fervently about this each morning, asking
the Lord, "How can this be?" We had
only two black persons in our large
congregation at Antrim, so I couldn't
imagine that the dream applied to
Antrim.
Again and again the Scripture came to
my mind: "Your young men will see visions,
and your old men will dream dreams." Was
I young or old? Whatever my age, I was having both dreams and visions. Through the
late winter and early spring of 1987 these
dreams occurred frequently, so I simply kept
praying about them.
One morning in April I received a letter
from Christian World Missions in California.
Their representative had spoken in a prayer
meeting at our church about six months earlier. Now a letter came, inviting me to participate in an evangelism tour in Kenya,
Africa, during the month of June. My heart
was thrilled! This must be the "answer" to
the puzzling vision. I could scarcely wait
until noon to tell my wife about the invitation. I phoned Christian World Missions the
very next morning to tell them that I was
much interested, and that they should send
the necessary papers and requirements for
me to be a part of that tour.
Two days later, before the papers arrived.
Dr. Donald Zook, who then was executive
director of Brethren in Christ World Mis-

My
experience
dreams
visions
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by Wilbur Benner
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sions, stopped by my office. I told him
excitedly about my upcoming trip to
Kenya with Christian World Missions. Don looked at me with piercing
eyes and said, "Wilbur, why not with
Brethren in Christ Missions?"
I protested, "What could I do in
Brethren in Christ Missions? I have
little education. I'm not talented.
Where could I serve?"
Don replied, "Oh, there's much
you could do. You are a holiness
preacher; our missions need that message. You have pastored for more than
40 years; you have a wealth of experiences to share. You could teach at
Ekuphileni Bible Institute."
That rang a bell in my heart, for I
always longed to be a school teacher.
Then Dr. Zook said, "You are due to
have a sabbatical leave. I'll talk to
Bishop Frank Kipe and work with
him to see if he can arrange for you to
have a leave of absence from your
church."
In a short time the church board
granted me a sabbatical of three
months for later that year, to go to
Zimbabwe. Again my "dreams and
visions" returned. Often I would see
crowds of black people.
In December 1987, my wife Jane
and I left for Zimbabwe. Those were
three of the greatest months of my
life! I taught pastoral theology and
counseling at Ekuphileni Bible Institute and spent the weekends in evangelism and in ministerial conferences.
One weekend in February we were
at Lupane Church in the Gwaii District with the overseer, Brother
Raphael Mthombeni, and Brother
Bruce Kumalo in a Christian Workers
Conference. Incidentally, I was told I
was the first white preacher to speak
September 1997
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in that area. Many had never even
seen a white person before.
The meeting was held at a small
government school building. Hundreds attended. After a youth meeting at 9:00 p.m., Overseer Mthombeni
came to me and asked, "Can we have
a healing service?"
I said, "Sure, but when?"
He replied, "Tonight!"
It was then 9:30, so I asked, "How
soon can we begin?"
So at 9:50 p.m., we began the first
Christians healing service ever held
in that area. After 15 minutes of group
singing, I felt we should have some
instructions from the Word on healing, so I spoke for 15 minutes on this
subject. Then I proceeded with the
invitation to come to the front for
prayer. By this time, the little schoolhouse couldn't begin to hold the
crowd. People sat on the floor and in
the windows and stood at the entrance
looking in. Runners had been sent out
over the countryside to tell people
about the meeting. Hundreds responded.
It was a sight to behold! Many,
many came to be anointed with oil
and to be prayed for. I prayed until I
could no longer speak; then Overseer
Mthombeni prayed until he couldn't
speak; then Brother Kumalo prayed.
Finally, I began to pray again. The
service concluded at midnight. It had
been an awesome meeting.
The dear people had not even
stopped for supper, so they had a meal
even though it was after midnight.
What a time of fellowship they had! I
was so tired and hot that I couldn't
eat, so Jane and I retired.
The next day was Sunday and the
service began at 8:00 a.m. Many came
to me and, through an interpreter,

AisapUs"

said, "I was healed last night." (When
I was back in Zimbabwe three years
later, some came to the General Conference and told me that they had
been healed at the service at Lupane.)
While I was preaching that Sunday
morning to a large crowd, the Holy
Spirit said to me, "Now, this is the
crowd of people you saw in your
dreams and visions." It was not with
the much larger crowd I had
addressed at the Lobengula Church,
nor with the Mtshabezi Church, but
with the people at Lupane, in the bush
country in the remote Gwaii area, that
the Lord confirmed those earlier
dreams in a definite way. All glory be
to God!
Since that time I've been back to
Zimbabwe twice, but on neither of
those trips have I had dreams and
visions before I went. However, on
other occasions God has used dreams
or visions to show me that people
would be saved in an upcoming tent
or revival meeting, or to show me that
people would be healed physically.
Yes, in these last days God is pouring out his Spirit and working wonders.

Wilbur Benner pastors the Van Lear Brethren in Christ Church in Williamsport, Maryland.
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ZAMBIA—The covered-bed pickup
dipped into the rut on the road and
climbed out again, turning into the
cemetery. Slowly it advanced across
the dry grass toward the far side of
the small plot of ground. The group of
singing men who had walked ahead of
the pickup took their place beside the
open grave and continued singing,
joined by a crowd of men, women and
children—family, friends, and Christian brothers and sisters of the one
who had died. The pickup, its rear
doors open to accommodate the coffin, stopped near the open grave.
There were other graves in the
cemetery under the sun. Zambian
brothers and sisters had been laid
to rest there, and at one side the infant
daughter of missionaries David and
Dorcas Climenhaga. Next to her grave
had been
buried the
body of
Myron

by Ruth Bert

JO Evangelical Visitor

Taylor, the
missionary
who had
founded Sikalongo Mission and who
later died after being mauled by a
lion.
I, with others in the cemetery, had
attended the earlier service in the
church at Sikalongo. The church,
sheltered by tall gum trees, stood
against the expanse of the African
bush. Indoors there were backless
benches on a concrete floor and a
touch of color in the handmade pulpit
cloth. Through screenless windows,
one could look out through the leaves
of jacaranda trees, across the drying

td&t..."

and browning bush country, to the
cloud shadows on more distant hills.
After a message from the preacher
who told of the promise of eternal life
to those who believe in Jesus Christ,
we had filed past the coffin where the
body lay in its simple wooden box,
the top not yet nailed down. No shiny,
expensive casket here.
In the cemetery, the tall grass,
grown of good rains, had been
slashed, and we gathered on the grass
among the graves, some people standing while others sat on the low concrete platforms over the graves. Others joined the group of singing men,
and sang without books, the voices
blending in harmony in the open air.
The coffin was carried from the pickup and gently lowered into the grave.
Just a well-used pickup and an open
grave waiting to receive the body that
Steleky Mudenda no longer needed.
The singing stopped while Rev.
Moses Munsaka stood beside the
grave and spoke words of Scripture,
"Dust to dust, ashes to ashes..." There
was the singing, there was God's
Word, and there was life that triumphed over death. There was eternity here.
Steleky Mudenda was not a man
of high office in the church; he was
known for his faithfulness to God and
the church through a long life. The
family, in trying to name his age,
recalled that Steleky had heard his
uncle tell of going to see the bridge
spanning the gorge at Victoria Falls
on the Zambia-Zimbabwe border,
built in 1904. He had been a young
boy at that time.
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As the singing in the cemetery continued, song after song, it was accented now by the chomp, chomp of shovels in soft concrete. The men took
cement from a brown bag, mixed it
with sand and with water from the
blue barrels carried or hauled to the
site. No fancy, ready-made vault here.
A sheet of metal, to be placed over
the coffin, was too large, and a series
of blows with an axe perforated the
width of it until a piece could be broken off, making it fit. And the singing
went on, for the brownness and dustiness of this burial did not cancel the
joy of one gone to see the Savior he
loved.
The coffin in place and the sheet of
metal on top of it, the men began
putting the concrete into the grave for
security. The shovelfuls were passed
from one man to another and dropped
into the grave. Shovelful after shov-

elful was heard. And the singing in
Tonga went on. The men's faces were
perspired, their clothing dusty. But
they were not alone in their task—
there were perhaps several hundred
people there in the cemetery, singing.
Finally the pile of soil beside the
grave was replaced. Rings of paper
flowers were given to family and to
others, who reverently placed them
atop the freshly mounded dirt on
Steleky's grave. Family spoke of their
senior member now departed from
their circle.
At last there was no more to be
done, and no more to be said. Later
people would visit the home of
Steleky's son to sympathize. But now
the people slowly dispersed, and the
little cemetery became quiet. The
singing was ended. Among the concrete-covered graves was now one
with a fresh mound of dirt. Steleky's

Steleky had taken with
him the only thing that he
could: eternal life in Jesus
and a record of faithful
service to him.
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body now was laid in death, near that
of Myron Taylor, w h o m he had
known in life. They, with others
whose bodies lay there, would spend
eternity together, and with multitudes
of others gone before them to be in
the company of their Lord and their
God. Steleky had taken with him the
only thing that he could: eternal life in
Jesus and a record of faithful service
to him.
Sometime after the Thursday afternoon of the burial, I re-visited the
small cemetery just beyond the gum
trees, beside the church. The pickup,
the people, the brown cement bag,
were gone now. On top of the silent
mound of dirt lay the paper flowers
placed by those who loved and cared
for Steleky. No wilted, still-sweetsmelling flowers here. No manicured
shrubbery bordering the cemetery,
only the random growth of the
African bush, reaching to the hills
beyond. Steleky was not there. He had
gone home.
Sometimes it's easier, in Africa, to
see what life is all about. For a long
time to come, when I hear about prosperity gospel, am attracted by earthly
success, or am distressed by a dwindling balance in my checking account,
I will remember the burial of
Steleky's body, and think of 2
Corinthians 4:18.
Ruth Bert, from the Dillsburg (Pa.) Brethren in Christ congregation, served for six
months during 1997 in Africa, assisting in the
Ekuphileni and Sikalongo Bible Institute
libraries.
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A place
called Macha
by Robert William

About 150 miles north of where the
waters of the mighty Zambezi River
roar thunderously over the mile-wide
chasm at Victoria Falls stands a mission hospital. The research taking place
at the Macha Hospital Malaria Research
Institute, established in 1994 by Penn
State pediatrician, Phil Thuma, M.D.,
is the focal point in the relentless search
for new anti-malaria drugs as well as a
malaria vaccine. The institute is part of
Macha Mission Hospital, in the village
of Macha, Zambia.
Nearly a century ago two American
women missionaries from the Brethren
in Christ Church, Frances Davidson and
Adda Engle (Taylor), had a desire and a
vision to move north from their posting
in what was then called Southern

Rhodesia and
today is called
Zimbabwe. They
set out on a specific mission: to
spread the gospel
in the heart of central Africa where no
other missionaries had gone. Their
heroic effort into unknown and uncharted territory eventually led to the establishment of what was called Macha
Mission. Today, Macha Mission consists of a hospital, a church, a large
boarding secondary school for girls, and
the institute, built over an area of about
100 acres. Often, a visitor's first impression is, "Who in the world would have
built such a large complex this far out in
the bush?"
Macha Hospital in modern-day Zambia is a 208-bed rural mission hospital
run by a collaborative effort among the
Zambian Brethren in Christ Church, a
local management board, and the Zambian government, to help meet the

health-care needs of the people of Zambia.
Though located in the heart of central
Africa, Thuma's work is a collaborative
effort with research partners from two
continents and four countries. The team
consists of: Dr. Godfrey Biemba, a Zambian physician who is deputy director
of the institute and also serves as chief
medical officer at the hospital; Dr. Victor Gordeuk, an adult hematologist/
oncologist presently at George Washington University, Washington, D.C.;
Dr. George Mabeza, a Zimbabwean
physician; Professor Ivan Havlik, head
of clinical pharmacology, University of
the Witwatersrand, Johannesburg, South
Africa; Stenford Zulu, a Zambian clinical officer; Gracious Simwanza, chief
lab technician; Abraham Mhango, pharmacist; and many others who provide
assistance. Mr. Mukuwa Kalambo, a
Zambian, is the hospital administrator
and also secretary/treasurer of the institute.
Thuma is no stranger to Zambia. His
father, Alvan Thuma, who was a physician, was the first medical doctor
appointed by the Brethren in Christ
Church to Macha Hospital in 1954
where he spent ten years developing the
clinic into a hospital. He was later
appointed medical director of Zambia's
one and only medical college, University Teaching Hospital (UTH). Thuma
grew up in Zambia and came to the
United States, his "other home," for his
higher education at Messiah College
and medical education at Temple University. Following a rotating internship,
he returned to Macha Mission Hospital
Above: Dr. Thuma with one of the
hospital staff.
Left: Main entrance to Macha Hospital.
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in 1976 with his wife Elaine, to serve
for two years. He later joined a pediatric
residency at Johns Hopkins Hospital in
1978. Thuma returned to Macha Mission Hospital in 1983 where he served
as medical officer for seven years. He
joined the faculty at Penn State's Milton
S. Hershey Medical Center in 1990.
Today, the name Thuma is well recognized by Zambians, particularly in the
Macha area. "Macha is my village,"
says Thuma who moved to Macha with
his parents at the age of 4. His daughter
Jenny, 22 years, was a toddler when he
returned to work at Macha Hospital. His
twin sons, Eric and Michael, 19 years,
were born there. Jenny's goal is to work
someday as a missionary doctor at
Macha Hospital.
Whatever the outcome of the research at the institute, it appears the
name "Thuma" will forever be a part
of a people deep in the heart of Africa.
And just as the two founding missionary women ventured boldly and courageously into unexplored territory and
opened the doors for the work that
Thuma is involved in today, one can
only hope that someday the research
being carried out at Macha will bear
fruit and that the disease that gave
Africa the name "white man's graveyard" will forever be eradicated from
the face of the earth.
Robert William, Elizabethtown, Pa., is a
member of Hershey Brethren in Christ Church.
Robert lived in Livingstone, Zambia, from
1973 to 1978 and is a graduate of Messiah
College, class of 1982. Reprinted from Penn
State Medicine with permission from Penn
State's Milton S. Hershey Medical Center. At
the end of June 1997, Dr. Phil Thuma ended
his employment with Penn State's Milton S.
Hershey Medical Center to do malaria
research full-time.
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Craig and
Patricia (Trish)
Hogg
Craig and Trish Hogg both had the advantage of growing up in strong
Christian homes. Through the influence of parents and church families, they
both came to know Christ at early ages—Trish at home and Craig, age 8
years, through the ministry of Camp Kahquah. Trish attended various Free
Methodist congregations. Craig was an active member in the Heise Hill Brethren in Christ Church. Trish's interest in mission work was sparked at a very
early age as she spent several years as an MK in Rwanda, Burundi, and Zimbabwe. Under the ministry of Rev. Roy Sider at camp meeting, as young
adults they dedicated their lives together in Christ's service.
Craig and Trish met at Niagara Christian College in 1978. They attended
the University of Guelph together beginning the fall of 1979. Two years later
Craig was accepted into the faculty of medicine at the University of Toronto.
Trish continued to study in Guelph, graduating in 1983 with a Bachelor of
Applied Science in Human Nutrition. They were married that summer and as
Craig continued his studies, Trish continued a Dietetic Internship at Toronto
General Hospital. She worked in the nutrition field as Craig continued his
schooling, graduating in 1987. He then took a rotating internship and an extra
year specializing in the field of anesthesia.
They moved to Elliot Lake in 1987, fulfilling a commitment Craig had
made to the Underserviced Area Program, a program designed to encourage
physicians to move to northern Ontario. They planned to live there two years,
but ended up making their home there for ten years. Craig has been extremely busy practicing rural medicine including family practice, emergency
medicine, obstetrics, and anesthesia. Trish worked for a number of years in the
nutrition field, but for the last eight years has managed the business aspect of
Craig's practice. They have been active members in the local Baptist church
over the last ten years and have recently transferred membership back to
Heise Hill Brethren in Christ Church as they feel strong roots there.
The Hoggs are looking forward to two years of service at Macha Mission
Hospital in Zambia. Craig is excited to add to his medical knowledge practicing in another country, and Trish is willing to help out wherever needed,
hopefully in the nutrition field or public health education. Their main goal is
to serve wherever the Lord continues to guide.
Four beautiful children have blessed their home: Ryan, 11; Alison, 9;
Graeme, 6; and Kieran, 2. The children, while somewhat ambivalent about
leaving their school, their friends and activities, are beginning to look forward
to this adventure. They are very fortunate to have a family friend, Quinn
Buck, accompany them as their educational tutor. This will help greatly in their
transition.
The Hogg family enjoys down-hill skiing, snowmobiling, swimming, basketball, baseball, tennis and fishing.
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great-grandchildren of those who have
been taught at the mission and the work of
the Lord goes on.

God at work in our world A new creation
Ready to go

George and Rachel Kibler serve in Zambia as Financial Secretary and host/hostess for the Nahumba guest house. Their
home congregation is Cumberland Valley
Brethren in Christ Church.
Emerson Mudenda is our church board
chairman and a wonderful man. Last
April their youngest son, an adult, died in
a truck accident. This April their second
born son passed away. He had been sick
for some time. One of his problems was
alcohol. He also had TB. George visited
him often in the hospital and one day he
was ready to admit that he had made
many wrong choices in life and needed
forgiveness from God. He repented and
came back to God and told his father just
a few days before he died that he was
ready to go. We sat with this family for
several days, which is the custom, to
share their grief. I had a fair amount of
think time and it crossed my mind that if
this one soul is the only one who is in the
Kingdom because we are here, that is
enough reward for being here. But I know
there are others.

God is in
Navajoland

Marilyn Heisey served at Navajo Mission
from 1965-1973 and currently serves in
the missions office as Administrative
Assistant to the Associate Director.
There is clear evidence that God has
visited Navajoland—the land of sagebrush, sand, and mesas. From July 13
through 20, 1997, the 50th Anniversary
Brethren in Christ World Missions is seeking applicants for a
full-time secretarial post to
replace a staff member who has
accepted an overseas assignment.
Candidates must have organizational, writing, computer, and
relational skills, and a vital commitment to Christ. For further
information, contact Rev. John
Brubaker, Associate Director, at
(717) 697-2634 or Box 390,
Grantham PA 17027.
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Homecoming took place at the Navajo
Brethren in Christ Mission with many
friends of the mission and former staff
members coming together to see what
God has been doing.
Tent meetings were held every evening
throughout the week with morning and
afternoon sessions being added the last
few days. Navajos who have been part of
the mission family over the years gave
testimony of God's faithfulness and
affirmed the mission for having sent
teachers, preachers, doctors, and nurses
to minister to them. Former staff members reminisced about experiences they
had during their terms of service. Present
staff testified of God's power to restore
health and wholeness through the Overcomers Program.
One of the highlights, however, was
the baptismal service on Saturday evening.
Early in the week during an evening service, Harold Larvingo gave his heart to
the Lord. Harold, a former student of the
Navajo mission school, had been
involved in alcoholism and a wayward
life, despite having heard about Jesus and
the way of salvation during his years in
the mission school. After giving his life to
the Lord, he wanted to be baptized to
declare publicly his intent to follow the
Savior. On Saturday evening, not just
Harold, but two other middle-aged men
were baptized after testifying of God's
saving grace and declaring their intent to
follow Jesus.
One of the other men, Andy Ignacio,
was also a former student at the mission
school. Andy's life has been one of willful disobedience to the Lord. He had
accepted the Lord as a student in the mission school, but shortly thereafter turned
away from the Lord. Now he desires to
walk the path of obedience.
What a wonderful evening! Harold
was prepared to sing a song following his
baptism but, while the group was in the
chapel for the baptismal service, a dust
storm arose and covered chairs, podium,
and sound system in the tent, making it
impractical for the service to conclude
there. Harold had his opportunity to sing
his testimony, however, during the Sunday morning service.
God is still residing in Navajoland—in
the lives of children, grandchildren and

NOTE: The story of Hugo's conversion
was printed in the June issue of the Evangelical Visitor. Ruth Madeira serves with
her husband Gene in Latin America
where they give short-term stints to train
Brethren in Christ pastors for more effective ministry. Their home congregation is
the Lancaster (Pa.) Brethren in Christ
Church.
Hugo Gaterol is a Venezuelan missionary who works in Caucagua, a town
an hour and a half from Caracas. When
we arrived in Venezuela, Hugo was traveling there at least once a week, but with
difficulty as his car was extremely old.
The jeep that Mike Holland had intended
to leave for him to use had been stolen.
Gene started going with Hugo in our car
every Wednesday to be an encouragement to him and give some helpful advise
regarding the home Bible study. (I went
the first time and the last time only.)
We were invited to eat in the home of
one of the ladies, and Hugo took Arturo
with him, a friend from the ranchos—the
poor area of Caracas where people build
their cement houses on the side of the
mountain.
Arturo had watched the work team
which came from the New Vision Brethren in Christ Church in Waukesha, Wisconsin, to build a house for his neighbor
who was living in a tin structure. The people around had asked, "Why should these
North Americans pay their way here and
use vacation time to do this for someone
they don't know?" All the way to Caucagua and back, Arturo asked Hugo questions about the Christian faith. Hugo
never stopped talking, Hugo never does!
The following Sunday, Arturo came
to the Montalban Church with Hugo. The
pastor, Jose Otamendi, was beginning a
series of evangelistic messages. When he
gave the invitation, Gene looked over at
Arturo and he could tell by the look on his
face that he was ready so he went to him
and invited him to go forward. Hugo went
with him. When the pastor asked Arturo
questions regarding his decision, tears
streamed down his face. The next Sunday
he was there with his mother and his son.
Arturo was not only a new creation on
the inside, but his appearance was very
different too: clean clothes, clean shaven,
hair cut, and a big smile. We pray for him
that he will grow up in Christ.
^
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wiicLD Centennial celebration
tour to Africa,
June 15-JuIy 2,1997
1898 1998

reported by
Alvin and Thata Book

November 21, 1897, was a momentous
occasion for the Brethren in Christ Church.
On this day a party of five gave their farewell
in Harrisburg. They were the first missionaries sent out by the Brethren in Christ for
overseas service. Brother and Sister Jesse
Engle, Frances Davidson, Alice Heise, and
Barbara Hershey were on their way to Africa.
Three days later the steamer Majestic pulled
away from the wharf in New York. When
they set sail they did not know where they
were going other than their initial destination, Capetown, South Africa. But during the
three weeks between London and Capetown,
the consensus seemed to be to go to Rhodesia, in Matabeleland.
On July 7, 1898, four of the group had
reached their destination, eager to establish a
witness and mission among the Matabele of
the Matopo Hills. (Barbara Hershey felt led
to go into another area of South Africa and A covered wagon hoop kept in the Matop Mission shop, presumably from the
wagon used by the early missionaries. Overseer Elliot Ziduli is on the left.
did not accompany them into Rhodesia.)
Celebrating the above event, the Brethren in Christ in cooperation with the Board for Missions planned rested with us. Now, over 25 years later, the work is being done
two tours to Africa—one this year and one in 1998. We had the by Zambians. They are the headmasters and teachers in the misenjoyable experience of being a part of the 1997 tour. Ten per- sion schools. With few exceptions they make up the medical
sons composed our group—two from the West Coast, four from staff, and carry much of the responsibility for the church. As we
Kansas, and four from Pennsylvania. Flying out of Baltimore on visited Macha and learned of the more than 1,000 students learnBritish Airways on June 15, we had a layover in England and ing in the primary and secondary schools (over one-third of
spent time with Jay Smith and Elias Moyo there. From Gatwick them boarding students), as we walked through the hospital
it was on to Lusaka, Zambia, where we were met and taken by complex of 200 beds (with sometimes a patient load of 250), saw
two mission vans to Nahumba Mission at Choma. For those of the out-patient areas and the pharmacy, we remembered the
us who had spent years in Africa, it was good to be back on time—many years ago—when we walked those grounds (which
African soil again.
then were only bush) and witnessed the decision to build a hosThe first day in Zambia we were taken to Mochipapa, a rural pital in that location. At present there is only one North Americhurch not far from Nahumba. The little thatched roof building can couple at Macha. When Frances Davidson and Adda Engle
was packed. The people seemed pleased to have us with them. moved on into Northern Rhodesia from Matopo in 1906 and
We had a service, each of us having an opportunity to share. established Macha Mission, they could not have visualized what
Then they fed us. We experienced eating incima, using our fin- it is today.
gers, and drank ibwatu, a common drink. Rachel Kibler did an
At Sikalongo we saw the Bible school, clinic, and the secexcellent job of coaching us. After the meal, we would have been ondary school facilities. Two lady missionaries work at Sikaready to return to Nahumba—we were tired! But our dear broth- longo—one in the Bible school and one in the clinic. As at
ers and sisters at Mochipapa came back in for another session of Macha and Nahumba, we met church leaders, sharing a meal and
sharing.
fellowshipping with them. We praise God that men and women
We spent a day each at Macha and Sikalongo. During our of God, both Zambians and missionaries, are carrying on the
years of service in Africa, there were many of us missionaries work of God's kingdom.
working there, and much of the administrative responsibility
Sunday morning we worshiped with the body of believers at
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Shampande Church in Choma. In the
afternoon it was on to Livingstone. Crossing the bridge which spans the gorge
below the Victoria Falls, we were met by
Jake Shenk from Zimbabwe and said
good-bye to our Zambian van drivers. We
did appreciate the hospitality and planning which was done by the missionaries
and church in Zambia to make our stay
there so meaningful.
In Victoria Falls we were provided the
evening meal by the brethren there. They
are in the process of building their
church. The cement slab has been poured
and cement blocks are being made. The
sisters had cooked the meal over an open
fire. We ate and had an evening service
on the building site with no roof over
our heads, but their love and hospitality
enfolded us.
Monday we saw the spectacular Victoria Falls, walked through the rain forest, and then drove to the edge of the
Wankie Game Park. Driving through the
animal reserve on Tuesday, we saw
many elephants, giraffes, various antelope, lions, and other animals. These two
fascinating tourist attractions are easily
included when driving from our churches in Zambia to Bulawayo.
Our time in Zimbabwe also was very
full. We were headquartered at the
Youngways Guest House while in Bulawayo. (I had to remember that it was
exactly 41 years ago that I was using that
same guest room while waiting in Bulawayo for the birth of our fourth child. It
was then the bishop's house.) We were
taken to all of our mission stations in
JO Evangelical Visitor

Left: Tour member Evelyn Dohner with Zambian women.
Right: Lois Jean Sider and Sikalongo Bible School student
Zimbabwe: Matopo, Mtshabezi, Wanezi, Matopo less that two years when he was
and Phumula. Our first home in Africa laid to rest there. The attractive stone wall
back in the 1950s had been at Matopo, has been completed on two sides; the
Mtshabezi was our second, and Bulawayo third side is in process. A fence with a
our third. With many new buildings hav- gate completes the fourth side. (This new
ing been added since our days at Matopo enclosure around the cemetery was a part
and Mtshabezi, it was sometimes diffi- of the 1996 Missions Prayer Fellowship
cult to locate familiar land-marks.
project.) We walked through the cemeAt Matopo we visited the cemetery tery, being reminded of those Christian
where a number of the early missionaries workers—both nationals and missionarare buried. Brother Engle had been at ies—who have gone on, having served
the church faithfully.
At Mtshabezi we met in the Ekuphileni Bible Institute chapel with Bible
school students and ate supper in the dining room with mission and Bible school
staff. Here too we saw the hospital and
the schools. From Mtshabezi it was on to
Wanezi, where Joyce Oldham is the only
missionary—a much appreciated nurse
in the clinic. The following day we visited the amazing, ancient Zimbabwe ruins.
When the country of Southern Rhodesia
received its self-rule, it took the name of
Zimbabwe from these ruins.
On our second Sunday we had the
pleasure of worshiping with the churches in Bulawayo—half of our group at
Lobengula and the others at Mkulumane.
Lobengula has the largest attendance of
any Brethren in Christ congregation in
the world. Around 1,500 pack the sanctuary for Sunday worship. They are in
the process of building a larger building.
However, we were informed that the
Nkulumane church has greater potential
growth because of being located in a
Matopo cemetery, where many early for
higher
density area. Twelve
missionaries and more recent church Brethrenpopulation
in Christ congregations are now
leaders are buried.
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in Bulawayo, compared to when we
arrived in Southern
Rhodesia in 1950 and
there was no Brethren
in Christ city work.
Before going to our
places of worship, we
stopped by the newlyconstructed Central
Church, having been
built by the Central
Church congregation.
Again in Zimbabwe
as in Zambia, we had
opportunity to meet with
our national brothers and
sisters, eating with them,
enjoying their hospitality, and sharing with
them. Many of them
were persons we had known years ago,
some of them as students. We met and
visited with former Bishop Steven
Ndlovu and his wife. Others we didn't
get to see, as our time was short.
We had the convenience of being pro-

vided with transportation in missionowned vans, and on Monday we were
driven to the capital city of Harare, our
departure point. There are no Brethren in
Christ missionaries living in Harare.
However, the brethren at the Glen Norah
Church in Harare were prepared to care
for us. Harare is not in Matabeleland, but
rather is in the Shona tribal area. However, many of the Brethren in Christ who are
a part of the Harare church are Matabele,
having gone there for work. But Pastor
Ngulube shared that he feels it is important that the Shona language be used in
the services and not Ndebele, if the
church is to minister to the Shona people.
Since our van had returned to Bulawayo, we were transported to the airport
by the church people from the Harare
church on Tuesday evening for our flight
home. Here we gave our final farewells to
our brothers and sisters in Africa.
We had a great tour group with whom
we traveled. I believe that each enjoyed
the experience. Not only were we blessed,
but we hope that we were an encouragement also to the brethren in Africa. Some-

times the country roads were rough and
long, and there were jolts along the way.
(Someone commented that anyone with a
back problem should not join the tour
next year.) But without exception, we are
sure that each participant would say that
they are glad that they went, and they
returned home with precious memories.
Alvin and Thata Book served for many
years as Brethren in Christ missionaries in
Africa.

Correction

In the July issue, the author credit for
"God wants Josefa's life, too!" said that
Bruce and Merly Bundy have been serving as church planters in Madrid, Spain,
since Sept. 1998. Obviously an error, the
date should have been Sept. 1988.

How can peace have a chance in Central America?
T o d a y people in this war-scarred region
are healing wounds, one family at a
time. By teaching and living the gospel
of peace, Central American Anabaptists
are sowing new life in their communities.
Your contributions can help MCC
support healing in Central America:
$7 Cdn./$5 U.S. subsidizes publishing of
Christian education materials for use in
congregations and preparing lay leaders.
$140 Cdn./$100 U.S. pays for a person
to take one course in a two-year peacemaking program.
To contribute, send your check marked
Sowing new life #5940-7220 to your
nearest MCC office.

CENTRAL
AMERICA
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Church
News

Notes of Congregational Activities in North America

Allegheny Conference

From July 5-12, 23 youth and
leaders of the Air Hill congregation,
Chambersburg, Pa., were at Group
Workcamp in Benton Harbor, Mich.
The Gloryland Quartet was in concert at the church July 13. • The
Continentals performed on July 18
at the Antrim church, Chambersburg. A team of eight worked at
Paxton Street Home in July. •:• The
Chambersburg church hosted VBS
Aug. 11-15 for ages 2 through
youth. •:• Two persons were baptized
July 13 at the Fairview Ave. church,
Waynesboro, Pa. •> Thirteen youth
and three adults from the Hollowell
church, Waynesboro, spent July 2027 in Baltimore doing work for a
sister church.
The Five Forks congregation,
Waynesboro, recently voted to purchase additional property. New
Light from Messiah College was in
concert July 6. "Sonrise Balloon
Adventure" was the July 28-Aug. 1
VBS offered by the Iron Springs
church, Fairfield, Pa. • A July 5 carwash by the Martinsburg, Pa.,
church helped support Rebecca
Herr's trip to Mexico. Thirteenyear-old Matthew Volbrecht was in
concert July 20. • Ron and Sharon
Hott were installed June 29 as pastoral couple of the Mountain

Chapel church, Breezewood, Pa.
Ray Martin and members of his
Bunker Hill church planting congregation reported on the work and
led a music and praise service July
13 for the Mt. Tabor congregation,
Mercersburg, Pa. • The New Guilford church. Chambersburg, was the
site for a singles fellowship July 26
hosted by Camp Joy-El. • The July
14-18 VBS of the South Mountain
church, Shippensburg, Pa., ended
with a Saturday picnic and Sunday
program. • Timothy and Beth Fisher were installed as pastoral couple
in the July 13 service of the Walkersville, Md., church.
Atlantic Conference

On July 29, at the Sunshine
Band picnic of the Cross Roads
church. Mount Joy, Pa., attenders
viewed a video, "Operation Christmas Child," about the Samaritan's
Purse Project. The VBS theme
July 21-25 at the Elizabethtown.
Pa., church was "All Creation
Sings," about God's amazing creation. Ages three through adult
participated in the July 21-25 VBS
at the Fairland church, Cleona, Pa.
•:• On Aug. 10 the Free Grace
church. Millersburg, Pa., hosted a
bus trip to Roxbury Camp. • The
Hempfield church, Lancaster, Pa.,

Douglas Lichty ordained

Rev. Douglas Lichty was
ordained to the Christian ministry on Sunday, July 20, at the
Marsh Creek Church, near
Howard, Pa. Bishop John
Hawbaker preached the sermon and conducted the ordination service. Doug's father,
Rev. Lome Lichty, read the
Scripture and led in prayer.
Doug's mother and his sister,
Mrs. Charlotte Reid, gave personal reflections.
Rev. Lichty is a graduate of
Emmanuel Bible College. Prior
to coming to Marsh Creek, he
JO Evangelical Visitor

served as pastor of the Ridgeview Church (no longer in existence) and the Blairs Mills
Church.
Rev. Lichty and his wife Kathy
have two children, Savannah
and Jordan.

hosted a July 13 service at Landisville Campgrounds with "The
Soul Patrol," a music group comprised of active police officers and
professionals.
A real hot-air balloon launch and
making a music video were highlights of the July VBS of the Hershey, Pa., church. •:• The August
adult Sunday school theme at the
Lancaster, Pa., church was "Unity
and Diversity: In family/church/mission/and reconciliation." • The
senior high missions trip of the
Manor church, Mountville, Pa., was
to Toronto July 13-20 to accomplish
various service assignments. • A
membership class began Sept. 7 at
the Millersville, Pa., church. • Five
persons were baptized July 13 into
the fellowship of the Quakertown,
Pa., church. <• A baptismal service
and carry-in lunch were July 6 at the
New Hope church, Harrisburg, Pa.
A youth shore trip was July 12.
The New Joy congregation,
Akron, Pa., began a small group
study July 2 on "Homes of Honor,"
a Gary Smalley 8-session video. •
The Palmyra, Pa., church dedicated
a new keyboard synthesizer in the
June 29 service. • A farewell dinner
for Pastor Roy and Lois Jean Peterman was held July 20 at the Pequea
church, Lancaster. Thirty-one teens
and adults helped repair flood damage in Yuba City, Calif., this summer. • The Refton, Pa., church welcomed nine new members on June
29. A youth pool party at Strasburg
was July 23. The Silverdale. Pa.,
church held their annual retreat Aug.
29-31 at Kenbrook Bible Camp with
speaker Lou Astuto, associate pastor
of the Harrisburg congregation. •»
The Skyline View church, Harrisburg, Pa., is looking forward to
opening the This Little Light of
Mine Daycare Center.

the Heise Hill church, Gormley,
Ont., planned an outing to Canada's
Wonderland on July 8. • Five members of the Houghton church, Langton, Ont., left July 27 for Macha
Mission Hospital in Zambia to paint
a dormitory and do other jobs. • On
July 27 the Oak Ridges, Ont.,
church hosted a message by Isaac
and Connie Flagg regarding missions in Mexico. • The Orchard
Creek church, St. Catharines, Ont.,
has a new couples' small group.
Summer sermons were on "Life
Lessons from Biblical Biographies."
• The Port Colborne, Ont., church
enjoyed music in two July services
by Elizabeth Bonisteel and Laurie
Warkentin.
Child Evangelism Fellowship
hosted VBS Aug. 11-15 at the Rosebank church, Petersburg, Ont., on
the theme "Mission Impossible."
Trevor and Sherry Main spoke at the
July 27 Galilean service of the
Sherkston, Ont., church. • On July
13 the Springvale, Ont., church
heard a testimony by Dan Doolittle
who grew up and was converted
years ago in the church. • Bishop
Dale Shaw was the July 13 speaker
for the Upper Oaks congregation,
Oakville, Ont. • On July 6 the
Wainfleet, Ont., church welcomed
the Flaggs and the Mains, all anticipating missions service in the fall.
• The theme for the July 14-18 VBS
of the Westheights church. Kitchener, Ont., attended by 75 children,
was "The Big Bible Broadcast."
Central Conference

Missionaries Paul and Audrey
Eberhard spoke July 27 to the
Amherst congregation, Massillon,
Ohio. •:• Pastor Glenn Robitaille of
the Ashland. Ohio, congregation
earned a Master of Divinity degree
last spring from Ashland Seminary.
Canadian Conference
• The Bethel congregation, Merrill,
The Bertie congregation, Stevens- Mich., hosted gospel tent meetings
ville, Ont., began a young adults June 1-15 at Breckenridge. • The
Bible study on July 10. • Two per- Beulah Chapel congregation,
sons were baptized in June at the Springfield, Ohio, had a July 13 felBoyle church, St. Ann's, Ont., with lowship meal and midweek service.
five new members welcomed on • Pastor Climenhaga of the ChrisJune 29. •> The Bridlewood con- tian Union church, Garrett, Ind.,
gregtaion, Agincourt, Ont., had their was Bible teacher at Memorial Holipicnic on July 20. •> The Cheapside ness Camp July 19-26. One person
congregation, Nanticoke, Ont., was baptized at the church July 27.
entered their first float in the Selkirk
The Lakeview church, GoodSports Day parade on Aug. 9. The rich, Mich., began the 50-Day
annual community pig roast and Adventure on July 6 in adult Sunday
beef-on-a-bun day was Aug. 23. •> school. •» Youth of Northgate FelTrevor and Sherry Main shared July lowship, Tipp City, Ohio, partic9 with the Cross Roads church, ipated in music on Tuesday night of
Guelph, Ont., about preparations for Memorial Holiness Camp in July. •
work in Venezuela.
John and Ethel Sider spoke July 20
The Delisle, Sask., church held to the Pleasant Hill, Ohio, congreteen camp Aug. 29-Sept. 1 at Range gation. • Guest speaker July 20 at
Lake Bible Camp. •:• The youth of the Sippo Valley church, Massillon,
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Belleville, Pa. • The Carlisle. Pa.,
church hosted a trip Aug. 21 for
grades 1-6 to the Ashland, Pa., Pioneer Tunnel and Coal Mine. • A son
Midwest Conference
Grove congregation,
On July 27 the male quartet from of the Cedar Pa,
Jeremy Kerstetter,
Pleasant View Mennonite Church Mifflintown,
spent
the
summer
church as
led the morning worship for the pastoral intern. • atThetheDillsburg.
Bethany congregation, Thomas,
church has called David and
Okla. • The Rosebank congrega- Pa.,
Patti
Miller from Quebec City as
tion, Hope, Kan., hosted an "Invite a associate
couple, beginning
Friend" swimming party on July 27. Sept. 1. •:•pastoral
On July 26 the youth of
A July 19 women's retreat focused the Fairview
New
on the theme "Creative Memories." Cumberland. Pa.,congregation.
had
a
carwash
and
The youth prepared a meal Aug. 3 as bake sale.
a fund raiser for camp. • On July 13
the Zion congregation, Abilene,
The Jemison Valley church,
Kan., hosted a carry-in meal for vis- Westfield, Pa., had a July 20 service
iting missionaries Paul and Audrey and picnic at Billings Park in
Eberhard. Alvin and Thata Book Knoxville. •:• The Locust Grove
celebrated their 50th wedding congregation, York, Pa., saw the
anniversary July 27 at the home of movie "The Radicals" in July. •> The
Chris and Bonnie Frey.
Mechanicsburg, Pa., church had
their "pig-nic" on July 19. On Aug.
31 Jews for Jesus presented "The
Pacific Conference
Liberated Wailing Wall." •:• Randy
Mark Ballard and Bob Hempy and Gwen Tolley were installed
were guest speakers recently for the June 15 as pastoral couple of the
Chino, Calif., congregation. The Pleasant Valley church, Elliotsburg,
church now hosts Korean, Hispanic, Pa. He previously was director of
and Middle Eastern ministries. •:• public relations at Penn View Bible
Members of the Pacific Highway Institute. •:• The youth of the Redchurch, Salem, Ore., attended the land Valley church, York Haven,
July 2 Multnomah Camp Meeting Pa., had a mission trip to Bronx,
in Portland. Max Morgan was guest N.Y., Aug. 9-16. • Six persons were
speaker at the church July 13. •:• The baptized July 6 into the fellowship
Walnut, Calif., church had two of the West Shore church, Mechansummer outreach projects: helping icsburg. The event took place in the
to distribute "Jesus" videos July 12; Yellow Breeches Creek on the Mesand handing out balloons, tracts, and siah College campus.
Bibles at local concerts in the park.
Ohio, was John States from the Free
Methodist Church.

Southeast Conference

The Holden Park church,
Orlando, Fla., was host site July 26
for a benefit for Russell Home for
Atypical Children. It included a bike
show, police motorcycle, horses,
boat, firetruck, games, and food.
Susquehanna Conference

Clara Ritchey directed VBS July
21-25 for the Big Valley church,

To all correspondents: Please
send only one month of bulletins at
once. All news should arrive in the
Visitor office by the first of each
month. News from September, for
example, should arrive no later than
October 1. Bulletins prior to
September's will be discarded.
(Would you believe that a church
actually sent March bulletins for
consideration for the September
issue?)

Board meetings are held at Grantham, Pa.,
unless otherwise noted. For more information,
contact the denominational office, P.O. Box 290,
Grantham, Pa. 17027; phone (717) 697-2634.

Oct. 16-17
Oct. 18
Oct. 30
Oct. 31-Nov. 1
Nov. 4-6
Nov. 6-8
Dec. 19
September 1997

Messiah College Board of Trustees
Messiah College Homecoming—Grantham,
Pa.
Commission on Ministry and Doctrine
Conference on the Church and Culture—
Messiah College
Leadership Council
Pastors and Spouses Orientation
Messiah College Fall Semester ends

E.V. Timelines

Selected from the archives of the EVANGELICAL VISITOR

100 Years Ago

September 15, 1897— Editor H. N.
Engle: "The reason some souls make
no progress in the Christ-life is because
they are not willing to launch out into
the deep. They keep plying along the shore, setting stakes at
every obstruction, marking shoals and rocks and sand-bars
with minute accuracy. They know all the dangerous and
misgiving localities and with a deathly intensity is their
interest absorbed in these things.... Launch out my brother,
my sister, into the current, into the full-tide, into the ocean
of God's promised manifestations. It may be of passing
interest to know where the shoals and rocks and breakers are
found; yet sometime it will be of eternal moment to know
just where the deep waters flow."
75 Years Ago

September 18, 1922—An announcement from the Foreign Mission Board: "As a result of the Mission Post Inspection of the deputation sent by General Conference to the
Foreign field; and also the decrease in offerings for the
support of Foreign Missions, it becomes the duty of the
Foreign Mission Board to inform the Church at large, as
well also the Foreign Mission applicants, that there can be
no extension of the work except that which can be done
through already established stations, for the time being."
50 Years Ago

September 8, 1947—In a selected article entitled "The
Work of a Preacher": "Do not preach old sermons without
warming them over, and never stop growing.... Do not
scold; be a friend of sinners, but not of sin.... Do not preach
with a big stick in your hand, but keep sweet, and hold up
the cross.... Do not miss all the good places to stop; stop at
a climax."
25 Years Ago

September 25, 1972—Editor John E. Zercher: "We must
discard the common assumption that the Holy Spirit will
alone through the Scriptures lead a new convert to maturity.... The ultimate result of this kind of thinking is a reluctance to deal with issues of everyday living—ethics, morality, stewardship, separation and discipleship—within the
concept of the Christian community.... As a result one finds
a 'Corinthian Church'—long on experience but 'babes'
when it comes to their Christian growth."
10 Years Ago

September 1987—The present editor, reflecting on criticism leveled at the motives of leaders at various levels of
church life: "I would simply urge each of us to avoid jumping to conclusions about the motives of others, especially
those we have placed in leadership positions. If it seems
appropriate on occasion to ask a pointed question, evaluate
a program, or offer a suggestion, let us first examine our
own motives, do our best to be kind and loving in both
word and attitude, and think about how our comments
would affect us if we were in the other person's place."
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Position available

Manor Brethren in
Christ Church of Lancaster
has an immediate opening
for a full-time Minister of
Youth. Your opportunity to
lead a program of 200.
Qualifications include:
proven experience, administrative and relational
skills, and the ability to
mentor volunteers. Musical
abilities will be considered
a major plus. Request a
profile or submit your
resume to Manor Church
Youth Search, 530 Central
Manor Road, Lancaster,
PA 17603.

MONEY

For The
Record
Births

Cassel: Benjamin Michael. July
18; Michael and Lori (Althouse)
Cassel, New Covenant congregation, Pa.
Deshong: Amber Renae, May
27; Brad and Connie (Martin)
Deshong, Conoy congregation. Pa.
Fickett: Baruch David, July 12;
John and Toni (Bradford) Fickett,
Fairview Ave. congregation, Pa.
Fogle: Austin Lee, July 12; Alan
and Jennifer Fogle, Hollowell congregation, Pa.
Ginder: Caleb Viktor, Apr. 16,
1996; chosen son of Sam and Deb

(Tobias) Ginder, Palmyra congregation, Pa.
Graham: Austin Lee. July 12;
David and Amanda (Ebersole) Graham, Conoy congregation, Pa.
Graham: Rebecca Hope, Apr.
29; David and Robin Graham,
Mechanicsburg congregation, Pa.
McGillvery: Justin Alan, June
25; Clarence and Mary-Lynne (VandenHurk) McGillvery, Stayner congregation, Ont.
Miller: Brooke Sierra, July 14;
Nelson and Glenda (Miller) Miller,
Bethany congregation, Okla.
No well: Caleb Richard, Apr. 22;
Roger and Patti (McCulloh) Nowell,
Hollowell congregation. Pa.
Nunemaker: Daniel Lee, Apr.
29; Lee and Tina (Eisenberger)
Nunemaker, Jr.. Hollowell congregation, Pa.

In case you haven't heard my story
on the "Focus on the Family" broadcast,
I racked up more than $100,000 in debt in
MATTERS
the early 1980s. It took my family years
to pay off my various credit card, department store, and gas company bills.
Since then, I've been asked the same
question over and over: "How did you
ever pay it all back?!"
My answer always starj f l o u b t
D E B T tles the questioners because,
given the world's standards,
it is about the dumbest tactic
one could think of.
"We started giving away
some of our money," I reply. Another
by Mary Hunt
way to put it is, we started obeying God's
laws and following the guidelines set
forth in Scripture.
A funny thing began to happen. More
money came in. Greater opportunities
Cooperative Ministries
presented themselves for me to earn even
Receipts—Year to Date (U.S. only)
more, which allowed my husband,
January 1 - July 31,1997
Harold, and me to start paying back the
1997
1996
debts rapidly. As I look back, I am
Proportionate 1.174.021 1.088.039
astounded by the ways God put the
Congregational 1,102,847 1,021,986
pieces
of our financial puzzle back
Individual
71,174
66,053
together. I couldn't really see it at the
time, so it was pure trust that drove me to
Designated and
give.
Direct Giving 344.993 290.080
Congregational 171,437 150,628
God gave me an opportunity to enter
Individual
173,556 139,452
commercial real estate at a time when it
was a hot industry in Southern California.
Total to Date 1.519.014 1.378.119
I had no special education or experience
Total Budget
3.877.632 3.781.056
to open those doors. I wasn't a member
Received to Date 39.2%
36.4%
of a prestigious family with great wealth
Note: The figures above represent only the U.S.
and standing in the community.
portion of the CM budget. The Canadian budget
and giving for the most recent month were not
There was no reason, humanly speakavailable at press time.
ing, that I should have ever been accept-

When in
start giving
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O'Mally: Shawn Conner, July
9; Kyle and Christine (Dorsch)
O'Mally, Rosebank congregation.
Ont.
Plasterer: Chase Matthew, July
20; Steven and Holly (Peters) Plasterer, Air Hill congregation, Pa.
Promm: Laura Elizabeth Grace,
July 9; Mark and Marilyn (Sheffer)
Promm, Stayner congregation, Ont.
Sampsel: Tynan William, July
28; Will and Mary (Rogers)
Sampsel, Wooster congregation,
Ohio.
Schaeffer: Dawson Alexander,
June 10; David and Wendy (Barrett)
Schaeffer, New Joy congregation.
Pa.
Shover: Danielle Evelyn, June
1; Cory and Tina Shover, Mechanicsburg congregation, Pa.
Simpson: Jonathan Arlington,

ed, let alone successful, in that maledominated industry. I have no doubt that
God blessed my heart's desire to change,
repay the debt, and obey him in this area
of giving.
You've probably heard it a thousand
times, but I'll make it a thousand and
one: It's impossible to out give God. I
believe that with all my heart, because I
have proven it over and over again.
An important caveat

Let's be careful here: I am not saying
we should give to get. There are some
misguided teachers who say that if we
will just give enough, we will be absolutely guaranteed to get tenfold in return
from God. But that's nothing more than
an attempt to manipulate God.
Instead, we give to God first and foremost because that is what he asked us to
do. Beyond that, it has many side benefits
as well:
• Giving to God is an act of worship.
By offering to God the best of what we
have with hearts full of love and gratitude, we worship the One who provides
for all our needs. We acknowledge that
God is the creator of all and that our very
existence depends on him.
• Giving to God is trust. I can't say I
actually understand how this works, how
it is that in giving we receive, but I have
seen it in operation time after time. Giving out of your abundance is an act of
thanksgiving, but giving out of your need
is an act of faith. "He who gives to the
poor will lack nothing, but he who closSeptember 1997

June 29; William and Karen (Meily)
Simpson, Fairland congregation. Pa.
Swartz: Peter Mark, July 25;
Mark and Marj (Shearer) Swartz,
Palmyra congregation, Pa.
Snyder: Ivy Elyse, June 27;
Ronald and Stacy (Cordell) Snyder,
Mt. Tabor congregation, Pa.
Thomas: Zachary David, June
6; Jeff and Gloria (Dyck) Thomas,
Houghton congregation, Ont.
Wenzowski: Jessica Rene, July
12; Jeff and Sue (McCombs) Wenzowski, Cheapside congregation,
Ont.
Winger: Emily Delaine, July 9;
Lee and Ann (Sheffer) Winger,
Westheights congregation, Ont.
Weddings

Adnum - Jury: Sarah Lois Jury
and Donald Gilbert Adnum, July 19,

at Cheapside Brethren in Christ Sandy Henry, Willow Street, Pa.,
Church with Rev. Albert Scholtens July 12, at Manor Brethren in Christ
officiating.
Church with Rev. David Erisman
Cober - Streicher: Lucinda, officiating.
daughter of Menno and Viola StreHorst - Leeper: Anna, daughter
icher, Millbank, Ont., and John of H. William and the late Edna
David, son of John and Jenny Cober, Leeper, and Robert, son of Mary
Petersburg, Ont., June 7, at Rose- Lou Leeper and the late Paul Horst,
bank Brethren in Christ Church with July 26, at Palmyra Brethren in
Rev. Arthur Pye officiating.
Christ Church with Rev. Louis
Empringham - Winger: Nicole Cober officiating.
Laurena, daughter of Ivan and Judy
Housser - Schultz: Melisa Ann,
Winger, Ridgeway, Ont., and daughter of Bruce Schultz, HamilMicheal Dean, son of Ron and Kath- ton, Ont., and Ruth Schultz, Niagara
leen Empringham, Gormley, Ont., Falls, Ont., and Johnathan Dale, son
May 31, at Bertie Brethren in Christ of Dale and Linda Housser,
Church with Rev. Isaac Flagg offi- Stevensville, Ont., June 28, at Sherkciating.
ston Brethren in Christ Church with
Henry - Kibler: Cecelia Rev. Leonard J. Chester officiating.
Yvonne, daughter of Eugene and
Ingram - Garrett: Connie,
Alice Kibler, Lancaster, Pa., and daughter of Charles and Charlotte
Brian Edward, son of Charles and Garrett, and Dan, son of Dwight and

es his eyes to them receives many curses"
(Proverbs 28:27).
• Giving to God promotes humility.
By sharing our money with others, rather
than hoarding it and holding it with
clenched fists, we acknowledge that what
we have really belongs to God, not us.
We are entrusted with resources and
charged with the responsibility to use
them to help others.
• Giving to God helps us find balance.
The perfect formula for creating balance
in your finances is to give away 10 percent, save 10 percent, and then learn to
live within the 80 percent that's left. I
love the way those figures fit together—
it's all so tidy and orderly.
While this is a wonderful formula, let
me say that there's nothing magical about
giving 10 percent. That is, I believe we
should give as we've been given. So as
you attain greater and greater financial
freedom, you may choose to pass along
more and more of your money to those in
need.
• Giving to God is a demonstration of
gratitude. We give to God because we
love him, and we're grateful beyond
belief for all that he has done for us. Giving from a thankful heart and expecting
nothing in return is a sweet offering to

Don't forget God
when you're climbing
out of debt.
September 1997

Jean Ingram, June 7, at Cedar
Heights Brethren in Christ Church
with Rev. R. Mark Thornton officiating.
Lukens - Beehner: Emma H.
Beehner and Barry L. Lukens, May
31, at Silverdale Brethren in Christ
Church with Rev. Frederick L. Geib
officiating.
Osberg - Moseley-Williams:
Valerie Moseley-Williams, Wooster, Ohio, and Jeff Osberg, Wooster,
July 5, at Parkview Church of Christ
with Rev. John A. Weaver officiating.
Ott - Lehman: Stephanie Rae,
daughter of Ray and Elaine Lehman,
Collegeville, Pa., and Mark Cleveland, son of Cleveland and Sharon
Ott, Graterford, Pa., June 14, at
Perkiomen Valley Brethren in Christ

the One who owns everything anyway. you want other people to admire your
It's the least we can do.
generosity and benevolence.
Keep in mind Jesus' words: "When
Some guidelines
you give to the needy, do not announce it
How much of your income to give with trumpets, as the hypocrites do in the
away and to whom are personal decisions synagogues and on the streets, to be honthat each of us must make according to ored by men. I tell you the truth, they
God's leading. Nevertheless, let me sug- have received their reward in full. But
gest some guidelines to help you through when you give to the needy, do not let
the decision-making process:
your left hand know what your right hand
• Give first. If you deposit your is doing, so that your giving may be in
income in the bank, go about your week- secret. Then your Father, who sees what
ly activities, and intend to take care of is done in secret, will reward you"
giving later, you probably won't. I sug- (Matthew 6:2-4).
gest that you make up some payment
• Give joyfully. You may not feel obecoupons similar to those you have for dient or grateful when you first begin to
your mortgage payment. Put them at the follow this principle of giving. That's
front of your bills-to-be-paid folder to okay. Ask God to make your heart joyful
ensure that making that payment is the and just keep giving. The feelings of joy
first thing you do.
will come.
As Proverbs 3:9-10 says, "Honor the
It's much easier to act your way into a
Lord with your wealth, with the first- feeling than to feel your way into action.
fruits of your crops [or paycheck], then "Each man should give what he has
your barns will be filled to overflowing, decided in his heart to give, not relucand your vats will brim over with new tantly or under compulsion, for God
wine" (emphasis added). Giving will loves a cheerful giver" (2 Corinthians
become a habit provided you repeat the 9:7).
act over and over.
Remember: When you are worried,
• Give wisely. If you are a church filled with anxiety, or just feeling greedy,
member, you should support that min- give! It is the best all-purpose remedy I
istry financially because that is where know for money troubles.
you are being fed spiritually. When considering other charitable organizations or
ministries, first request a current financial
report. Learn what they are doing, how
Reprinted from The Complete Cheapskate
they do it, and who is in charge.
by Mary Hunt, and published by Focus on
• Give quietly. Don't trumpet the fact the Family. Copyright © 1997, Mary Hunt.
that you give money away. Give because All rights reserved. International copyright
it is the right thing to do—not because secured. Used by permission.
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Conference on the
Church and Culture
Sponsored by
The Center for Brethren in Christ Studies
to be held on the campus of
Messiah College, Grantham, Pa.
October 31—November 1
(S. Lane Hostetter, chair)
Registration
"Gospel, Church, and Culture": Donald Kraybill
"The Brethren in Christ and Culture: Changes and
Dilemmas": Morris Sider
Response to Kraybill and Sider: Kenneth Hoke
Discussion
"Three Views on the Christian and Culture": Myron
Dietz; Steve Sider: Dorcas Steckbeck
Response: Gerald Tyrrell
Discussion
Friday Afternoon (Lester Fretz, chair)
"Insights Into Culture": Paul Hiebert
Response to Hiebert: David Hall
Discussion
"Case Studies in Contemporary North American
Cultures": Rodney and Gwen White; Terry and
Carol Ann Friesen; Perry Engle
Response to Whites, Friesens, and Engle: George
Kimber
Discussion
Friday Evening (Esther Spurrier, chair)
"Insights Into Culture": Paul Hiebert
Response: Arthur Climenhaga
"Experiencing Other Cultures": David Miller (Quebec/French culture); Wilmer Heisey (Tinguian
culture [Philippines])
Response: John Brubaker
Discussion
Saturday Morning (John Hawbaker, chair)
"The Brethren in Christ and the Evangelical
Culture": Arlene Miller
"Learning from Other Cultures": Eduardo Llanes
(Cuban/Spanish American); Ernie Francisco
(Navajo); Morris DuBose (African American)
Response: Costandy Saba
Discussion
"Culture and the Church: Implications for the
Future": Harvey Sider
Response to Miller and Sider: Donald Shafer
Discussion
Findings Committee Report (John A. Brubaker,
chair; Lou Astuto; Brenda Doyle; Eugene
Wingert)
For registration and other information, write to
The Center for Brethren in Christ Studies
Messiah College
Grantham, PA 17027
Phone (717) 691-6048
Friday morning
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Church with Rev. David Croxford
and Rev. James Cober officiating.
Smith - Quigley: Mary Elizabeth, daughter of Jesse and Madelyn
Oldham, Mechanicsburg, Pa., and
Michael Paul, son of Robert and
Amy Smith, New York, July 4, at
Conoy Brethren in Christ Church
with Rev. Charles L. Lehman officiating.
Obituaries

Asper: Emma M. Asper, born
Feb. 3, 1914, daughter of Joseph and
Edna Leer Chronister, died June 17.
Her husband. Ellis Asper, preceded
her in death. Surviving are 2 sons,
Irvin and Clayton; 3 daughters, Ella
Rothenberger, Cora Dunn, and
Shirley Morales; 10 grandchildren;
5 great-grandchildren; and a brother,
George Chronister. Emma had been
a housewife and resident of Messiah
Village. She was a member of the

Harrisburg, Pa., congregation. The
funeral was held at the Myers Funeral Home with Rev. Glen E. Dalton
Jr. and Rev. George Payne officiating. Interment was in Air Hill Cemetery.
Book: Wayne Book, born May
14, 1922, in Winona, Kan., died
Apr. 9. Surviving are his wife, Faye;
a son, Ron; two daughters, Lanette
Burke and Janise Orcutt; and a
brother, Doyle. He was owner of
Wayne Book Photography for 40
years and a life member of Rotary
International. He was a member of
the Upland, Calif., church where the
funeral was held with Rev. Mike
Luchtenburg and Rev. Lynn Thrush
officiating.
Hammaker: Barbara E. Hammaker, born Aug. 20, 1897, daughter of Frank and Mary Erb Nissley,
died June 20. Her husband, J. Edwin
Hammaker, and a daughter, Verna

Learning to Live in Harmony
A seminar
Conflict
Schedule

Friday, November 14,1997

Session 1, Introduction, 7:30-9:00
Views of conflict
Responses to conflict
Biblical perspectives

on Christian
Management
Seminar Leaders

Dr. Robert H. Smith
Shirley Zagorski, MSW, LSW

Saturday, November 15,1997

Session 2, Skills, Part 1, 8:30-10:20
The fine art of negotiation
Mediation process
Giving two messages
Session 3, Skills, Part 2, 10:40-12:30
The role power plays
Power and powerlessness
Developing collaborative skills

Lunch: Lunch will be provided at
the church at no additional cost.

Session 4, Family Systems and Conflict,
1:30-3:30
Roles of people in groups (church, family,
and other groups)

Note: Specific session topics may vary slightly.

This seminar is sponsored
by the Central Conference
Board for Brotherhood
Concerns and the Highland
Brethren in Christ Church.
More Information

For more information please
call (937) 698-6284 or write
to the address below.

Registration
Please detach and mail by November 1, 1997
A $5.00 registration fee per person is requested to help cover basic expenses. This
includes lunch and handouts. A donation box will be available for additional contributions to help cover the costs of this seminar, and enable the Board for Brotherhood
Concerns to continue similar work throughout the Central Conference region.
Private homes are available for hosting out of town participants. Be sure to request
lodging if you would like it. Please use a different form for each person or couple. You
may copy this form if you need more.
Name
Address
State
Zip
City
Telephone (
)
Please send completed registration
Do you need overnight lodging in a private
forms and $5.00 per person to:
home? Yes No
BBC Seminar
If you have any special needs or comments
P.O. Box 69
please list them here or attach an additional
West Milton, OH 45383
sheet.
Make checks payable to "BBC"
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Lenker, preceded her in death. Surviving are five sons, Alvin, Carl,
Elmer, Lawrence, and Roy. Barbara
was a member of the Mechanicsburg, Pa., church where the funeral
was held with Rev. Kenneth R. Hepner officiating. Interment was in
Mechanicsburg Cemetery.
Holman: Martha Holman, born
Aug. 16, 1918, in Maywood, 111.,
died July 5. Her husband, Harry
Holman, and a son, Hal, preceded
her in death. Surviving are two
daughters, Sally Swearingen and
Sara Bowen; three grandsons; and
four great-grandchildren. She helped
manage two family-owned restaurants and owned a large egg ranch.
Martha was a member of the
Upland, Calif., church. Rev. Mike
Luchtenburg officiated at the service.
Niesley: Raymond Niesley, born
May 8, 1912, son of Abram H. and
Emma Brubaker Niesley, died Apr.
17. A brother, Myron, preceded him
in death. Surviving are his wife,
Marjorie (Cassel); two daughters,
Connie Palmus and Donna Bert; a
son, Ron; and eight grandchildren.
Raymond taught music for seven
years at Beulah College, then in the
Dayton, Ohio, schools for 30 years.
He was active in Youth for Christ,

and served as choir director, deacon,
and Sunday school teacher at the
Fairview church, Ohio, where he
was a member. He is remembered as
a vigorous songleader at denominational events, and was chairman of
the committee for the 1963 Hymns
for Worship. Services were held at
the Fairview church with Rev. Sam
Hollingsworth officiating, assisted
by Rev. Carman Niesley and Rev.
Henry Miller. Interment was in
Fairview Cemetery.
Suhr: Emma M. Suhr, born
Aug. 11, 1916, daughter of Charles
E. and Leah Kauffman Heister, in
Mifflin Co., Pa„ died June 17. She
was a member of the Skyline View
congregation, Pa„ where the funeral
was held with Rev. John Reitz officiating. Interment was in Mount
Laurel Cemetery.
Wert: A. Fern Wert, born Nov.
4, 1915, daughter of Hudson and
Phoebe Shirk Brubaker, died June
17. Surviving are her husband,
Jacob Wert; a son, Sherle; 3 daughters, Helen Ann Peachey, Nancy
Varner, and Judy Kanagy; 11 grandchildren; 17 great-grandchildren; 3
brothers, Lester, Paul, and Darwin
Brubaker; and a sister, Bernice
Kauffman. She had been a seamstress and professional quilter. She

It is TOO LATE
to order the

was a member of the Cedar Grove
congregation, Mifflintown, Pa.,
where she taught Sunday school and
was an active member of the
women's Bible class. The funeral

was held at the church with Rev.
Kenneth Letner and Rev. Luke L.
Keefer Sr. officiating. Interment was
in Cedar Grove Cemetery.

PREVIOUSLY A D V E R T I S E D POSITION
HAS DEADLINE M O V E D UP

Mennonite Central Committee (MCC) is seeking applicants
for the position of co-director for Africa, focusing on Southern
Africa, Uganda and Tanzania. This is a three-year, full-time,
salaried position based in Akron, Pa., available December 1,
1997. Applicants should be fluent in English, have social, economic, political and cultural knowledge of Africa and be willing to travel. A bachelor's degree is required and overseas
experience preferred. Applications due November 1, 1997.
MCC is seeking applicants for the country representative
position in Dhaka. Bangladesh. This is a four to five year volunteer commitment available January 1998. Applicants should
have a college degree, overseas experience in project/program
management, personnel management and leadership skills and
ability to relate to a wide variety of people. Applications due
December 1, 1997.
For all MCC positions, qualifications include a commitment to Christian faith, active church membership and nonviolent peacemaking. For more information about these jobs, or
to receive job descriptions, please contact Dwight McFadden
or Sandra Franklin at MCC Personnel Department, 21 South
12th St., Akron. PA 17501, phone: (717) 859-1151 or e-mail:
SLF@mcc.org.
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It's the only calendar published that keeps you up-to-date on activities
in the Brethren in Christ Church. And the price is much less than
what you'd pay for a similar full-color calendar.
Complete ordering information has been sent to all congregations
and Brethren in Christ organizations. You may also fax your order
to us, phone toll-free (US and Canada), or e-mail your order.
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Paramount takes top trophy

Denominational
quizzing finals

by John A. Sider

From Friday evening, June 27, through
Tuesday afternoon, July 1, the 1997
Brethren in Christ denominational Bible
quiz tournament took place at the
Fairview Brethren in Christ Church in
Englewood, Ohio. Eight teams from California, Indiana, Maryland, and Pennsylvania met and competed to determine the
1997 Denominational Quiz Champions.
But more about that later!
Why should your church consider
starting (or continuing) a Bible quiz ministry among teens? It's a lot of work, both
for the teens who participate and for the
adults who coach and direct them. But
let's ask several questions that may help
to focus the benefits of Bible quizzing for
your church.

JO Evangelical Visitor

• Do you dream of a youth ministry
that really gets your youth studying the
Bible in a systematic, in-depth manner?
• Do you wish that your youth really
cared for one another, sharing each
other's joys and sorrows and supporting
each other both in good times and in bad?

• Do you wish that your youth had
more contact with Brethren in Christ
young people in other congregations and
conferences? For that matter, would you
like your youth to develop friendships
and fellowship with Christian teens in
other denominations.
All these and more are the benefits of
Bible quizzing!
Yet this good news is currently being
shared by only a tiny fraction of the congregations in our denomination. Out of
all the churches that identify as Brethren
in Christ, only about 30 have teen Bible
quiz ministries, and the majority of those
are concentrated in Allegheny, Atlantic,
and Susquehanna conferences. Canadian
Conference has one team, Central Conference has about five active congregations, and Pacific Conference has one
active team. The other conferences have
no teen Bible quizzing at all! Ask any
congregation that does have a Bible
quizzing ministry, and they'll tell you that
it would be great to share the challenge
and the rewards that are just waiting for
those who participate.
But the impetus has to come from
within. The Bible quizzing leaders can't
call up a pastor or youth pastor and say,
"We think you should start Bible quizzing
in your congregation. Who's going to do
it?" The leaders would be delighted to
provide resources and assistance to any
congregation wanting to start a quizzing
ministry, but the invitation must come
from within. Why not think and pray
about whether your congregation should
begin to participate in one of the best kept
secrets in Brethren in Christ youth ministry!
Now for the report on the 1997 denominational Bible quiz finals! Eight
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teams represented churches in five conferences at the tournament. Allegheny
Conference was represented by teams
from the Mount Rock and Paramount
congregations; Atlantic Conference sent
teams from Lancaster and Pequea congregations. (The team from the Manheim
congregation also qualified, but illness
and subsequent bereavement within one
of the quiz families prevented them from
attending.) A team from the Nappanee
congregation represented Central Conference; the Upland Brethren in Christ team
came from the Pacific Conference; and
Susquehanna Conference was represented
by teams from Dillsburg and Grantham.
At the end of a double round robin
which was used for seeding purposes,
Paramount, Grantham, and Nappanee
were in the top three spots. Interestingly
enough, those positions held through the
double elimination round as well: Paramount finished as champion, Grantham
was runner up, and Nappanee was third.
These top three were followed by Dillsburg, Mount Rock, Pequea, Lancaster,
and Upland.
In the championship quizzes Paramount entered through the winners'
bracket, while Grantham did it the hard
way. However, Grantham won the first
quiz, forcing a second quiz to determine a
champion, and in that final quiz Paramount prevailed.
In addition to the team trophies, individual quizzers were recognized and
rewarded for their accomplishments.
Messiah College awarded $500 scholarships to the top quizzer from each of the
eight teams as well as to members of the
winning team. Top quizzers from each
team included Erica Brubaker (Dillsburg),
Ben Bixler (Grantham), Jonah Eastep (Lancaster), Scott Benedict (Mount Rock),
Esther Rosentrater (Nappanee), Kimberly
Kipe (Paramount), Josh Murry (Pequea),
and Gretchen Fagg (Upland). Members
of the winning Paramount team included
Jessica Baer, Stephani Garrett, Jenny
Kipe, Kimberly Kipe, Jeffrey Stauffer,
Julie Stauffer, and Leigh Stouffer.
The top ten quizzers overall also
received recognition in the form of
medals: Kimberly Kipe (Paramount), Ben
Bixler (Grantham), Jenny Kipe (Paramount), Esther Rosentrater (Nappanee),
Kim Stoermann (Nappanee), Scott Benedict (Mount Rock), Josh Murray (Pequea),
Erica Brubaker (Dillsburg), Richard
Spotts (Grantham), and Rachel Spurrier
(Dillsburg). As top quizzer, Kimberly
Kipe received the Bible traditionally
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awarded each year by Christian Light ing should be ready to start by October or
Bookstores and was also honored by her November 1997. If you are interested in
peers and coaches with the Quizzers' starting a quiz ministry with your teens,
Choice Award. Josh Murray was recog- the regional quiz directors or the denomnized as the best first-year quizzer with inational quizmaster would love to hear
the Rookie Award.
from you.
In General Conference years, quiz
You may contact any of the following
finals are always part of the youth activi- for information: Allegheny Conference—
ties at Conference. In alternate years we Clint Stouffer at (301) 714-1346; Atlantic
accept invitations from local congrega- Conference—Arlin Buckwalter at (717)
tions to host the tournament. The Fair- 664-3006; Canadian Conference—
view Brethren in Christ Church in Engle- Aubrey Hawton at (705) 325-1988; Cenwood, Ohio, hosted this year's tourna- tral Conference—Bonnie Walker at (810)
ment, providing lodging within the com- 636-7928; and Susquehanna Confermunity, meals at the church, and a slate of ence—Esther Spurrier at (717) 432-9850.
recreational activities that included roller Congregations in Midwest, Pacific, and
skating, swimming and water skiing at a Southeast conferences are invited to constate park, and an evening at Kings Island tact the denominational quizmaster, John
theme park. Their hospitality was really A. Sider, at (717) 697-1597. For that matappreciated by everyone who attended.
ter, anyone is welcome to contact the
Now it's time to begin planning for denominational quizmaster directly.
next year. Quizzing will cover Romans
We're hoping to hear from a lot of
and James, and congregations participat- you!
gj|
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MESSIAH
COLLEGE
NEWS

Messiah names
Dennis Hollinger
college pastor

Messiah College has named Dennis
Hollinger, of Washington D.C., as its new
dean of college ministries and college
pastor. Dr. Hollinger began his new duties
at the college on Aug. 1.
In addition to his pastoral role, Hollinger will teach in the biblical and religious studies department as professor of
Christian ethics and religion, and will join
the administrative team of Messiah
Provost Donald Kraybill. In conjunction
with the provost, Hollinger will work with
the college's academic dean, dean of students, and dean of enrollment management to shape student programming.

"Dennis Hollinger is an unusually perfect fit
for Messiah. His
profound vision
for nurturing the
spiritual and community life of a
Christian college
embraces the
evangelical spirit
rooted in the Anabaptist, Pietist,
and Wesleyan
traditions," said Rodney J. Sawatsky,
president of Messiah College.
Before coming to Messiah College,
Hollinger served as pastor since 1991 at
Washington Community Fellowship, a
congregation closely related to the Washington, D.C.-based Coalition of Christian
Colleges and Universities staff and alumni. Prior to his Washington assignment,
Hollinger taught at the Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminary, in Elkhart, Ind.,
for four years and at the Alliance Theological Seminary, in Nyack, N.Y., for
seven years. He pastored in Evangelical
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Paul Frey, tenor
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Free and Congregational Bible
churches for eight years in New
Jersey and Pennsylvania.
Hollinger succeeds the Rev.
Eldon Fry, Messiah's previous
chaplain of 12 years, who left the
college in June to pastor a congregation in Colorado.
Hollinger has a doctorate's
degree in religion and society
from Drew University in Madison, N.J. He also holds a diploma
from Moody Bible Institute in
Chicago, a bachelor's degree in
philosophy and religion from Elizabethtown College in Elizabethtown, Pa., and a
M.Div. from Trinity Evangelical Divinity School in Deerfield, 111. In addition, he
has studied at the University of Strasbourg (France) and at Oxford University.
Hollinger has authored one book, with
two others in preparation, and published
many articles in both education and popular literary journals.
Hollinger and his wife Mary Ann,
Messiah's associate dean for external programs, have two teen-age daughters and
live in Camp Hill, Pa.
g]
Messiah
Village
Vice
President
elected
delegate
Mary Lou Begley, Vice President of
Client and Resident Services of Messiah
Village, Mechanicsburg, Pa., has been
elected to the House of Delegates of the
American Association of Homes and Services for the Aging (AAHSA). Begley
will serve a three-year term.
The 180-member House of Delegates
selects the members of the AAHSA board
of directors and its officers. Delegates
also assist the AAHSA board of directors
in clarifying association policy, longrange planning, and governance of the
association.
AAHSA is a national, nonprofit organization representing over 5,000 not-forprofit nursing homes, retirement communities, senior housing and assisted living
facilities, and community service organizations serving the elderly throughout the
U.S. AAHSA is based in Washington,
D.C., with field offices in Albany, N.Y.,
Chicago, and Denver.
Begley is currently serving on the
board of Pennsylvania Association of
Non Profit Homes for the Aging. She has
been an active member of both PANPH A
and AAHSA for over 25 years.
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Opening the
Word of Life
L o o k i n g at "Abide"

"Abide in me, and I in you "
(John 15:4).
Abiding in Christ is one of those
phrases we Christians toss around but
seldom define. In John 15, Jesus
speaks much about this business of
abiding in him. But what does he
mean? True, there is a mystical sense
in which Christ is "in" the Christian
and the Christian is "in" Christ. However, I am not a mystic and most of
you reading this aren't either. So how
are we to understand this concept?
The Greek word for "abide" is
meno and it is one of John's favorite
words. John uses it in 34 different
verses in his Gospel and in 18 different verses in the letter we call First
John. In classical Greek, meno meant
"to stay, to stay at home, stand fast,
stay where one is, not stir, to remain
as one was, to remain as before"
(Kenneth Wuest, Studies in the Vocabulary of the Greek New Testament).
The New Testament adopted this usage
and expanded it so that it was used
with the meaning of "to lodge, to
maintain unbroken fellowship with
someone" (Wuest, p. 64); or to stick
by someone, to maintain loyalty to
someone , to bind oneself to someone. Meno can also mean "to be constantly present to help someone or to
put forth constant influence upon
one." You can see how this helps light
up a section like John 15. Our role is
to link up with Christ, stick with him,
be loyal or devoted to him, and Jesus
is "constantly present to help" or
enable us to "bear fruit" for the glory
of God. (See John 15:5,8). One scholar, Ruckert, defines Christ abiding in
us when he says, "Something has
established itself permanently within
my soul and always exerts its power
in me."
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In the "Gospel of the Upper Room"
(John 13-16), our "abiding in Christ"
generally refers to our enjoying and
keeping up a close communion or
contact with Christ. There is, as the
old hymn says, "Nothing between my
soul and the Savior." This is the goal,
and the steps to meet it are basic.
There is the dealing with sin and the
putting it away. There is obedience.
There is the assumption of a humble
posture—looking to Christ for spiritual vitality, as the branch is dependent on the vine. There is prayer and
meeting with Christ so we develop a
Christ-consciousness to our lives.
William Barclay, in his commentary The Gospel of John, Volume 11
(p. 204-205), gives this helpful analogy. "Suppose a person is by himself a
weak person. Suppose he has actually
fallen to temptation; suppose he has
made a mess of things; suppose he is
on the way down to degeneracy of
mind and heart and mental fibre. Now
suppose that this person has a friend
of a strong and lovely and loving

nature; and suppose this strong friend
rescues this person from his degraded
situation. There is only one way in
which the weaker person can retain
his reformation and keep himself on
the right way. He must keep contact
with his friend. If he loses that contact, all the chances are that his weakness will overcome him; the old temptations will rear their heads again; and
he will fall. His salvation lies in continual contact with the strength of his
friend....
Barclay goes on to say, "Abiding
in Christ means something like that....
We must keep contact with him....
There must be no day when we never
think of Jesus and feel his presence....
It will mean arranging life, arranging
prayer, arranging silence in such a
way that there is never a day when
we give ourselves a chance to forget
him."
Amen!
Rick Mailloux lives near Goshen, Ind.

the world. Action demands a commitment
to solid nurture, training in obedience and
continued from page 30
discipleship, a focus on the Brethren in
Christ
core values. Action means that we
ing, discipling, sending) actually becomes
will
go,
fulfilling the words of Christ in
the driving priority as we serve Christ and
Acts 1:8 to "be witnesses to me in Jeruthe people around us.
salem, Judea, Samaria, and the uttermost
What is it that takes first place in our parts
of the earth."
lives and congregations? It will relate
Commitment
to act on the demanding
either to self-satisfaction and living within our comfort zones or to the difficult vision of 250 growing, discipling, sending
but exciting and joyous task of bringing congregations by A.D. 2000 is crucial to
lost souls to Christ, discipling and sending the fulfillment of the Great Commission.
them out to be faithful and reproductive Such a commitment needs to involve
every member in every congregation
people of God.
actively involved in one or more
As a young married couple looks for- being
of
our
goals. The cumulative effect of
ward to having children, training them such synergy
have a remarkable
and then sending them out to their chosen effect on us, ourwill
and the world. It
fields of ministry, so each Christian and will re-invigoratechurch,
waning
add expocongregation should make it a priority to nentially to the health andzeal,vigor
of the
give birth to spiritual children, disciple church, and begin to impact our world.
and release them to do God's work. We
May we do as the hymn writer,
dare not get bogged down in a mainteWilliam Merrill, wrote:
nance mentality.
Rise up, ye saints of God!
Finally, vision that translates into a
Have done with lesser things;
priority will demand a commitment to
Give heart and soul and mind and
action. Action begins with evangelism as
strength
we reach out to our friends and neighbors
to
serve
the King of kings.
who need Christ. Action stops only when
we have gone to all the people groups of
m
Focusing our Mission...
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Such persons are in danger. Jesus says,
of hearing him eventually say, "I never
•iscipleship for the \
1 Century knew you. Away from me, you evildoers." They are like someone who builds a
house on a soft foundation.
inauspicious charity and prayer; rejection
Sounds harsh. I shudder as I think of
Why do you call me
of materialism; slowness in judging oth- our loving Savior speaking in judgment
ers—these comprise the small gate and such as that. And I confess that the disciLord?
the narrow road that leads to life.
pleship standard to which he calls me
This way of life seems impossible, and remains a challenge which I've not comby Samuel M. Brubaker
is rejected, by persons who are not God's pletely mastered. But there is no avoiding
Near the end of the recorded discourse children. In fact, many of these elements the message: if I'm going to claim Jesus
which we call the Sermon on the Mount, of discipleship are rejected by persons as Lord, he expects me do what he says.
Jesus challenges those who insincerely who say Jesus is their Lord. Not long ago
But we need not look at discipleship as
call him Lord. "Not everyone who says to a Christian radio station brought into our onerous and burdensome. Jesus said that
me, 'Lord, Lord,' will enter the kingdom home a call-in program in which the host his yoke is easy and his burden light. He
of heaven, but only he who does the will admonished a caller that one can't live offers rest for the weary. The principles
of my father who is in heaven" (Matthew by the Sermon on the Mount—it's impos- Jesus calls us to adopt are onerous to the
7:21).
sible unless you're a hermit or recluse.
unregenerate heart, but to the person
In Luke's account of this discourse
This program host illustrates the disci- whose values and goals have been cor(6:47), we see Jesus placing this chal- pleship status of many Christians—so rected by rebirth, they are the keys to
lenge as a question, as he asks as if in seriously compromised to the world and great living. They may bring the disdain,
exasperation, "why do you call me, 'Lord, its values that they've given up on the even persecution of the world, but they
Lord,' and do not do what I say?"
demanding teachings of Jesus. Having are rewarded by the approval of God himThe behaviors which Jesus is obvious- counted the cost, they chose to disregard self.
ly challenging his hearers to perform are those teachings which don't easily fit into
And from the practical, earthly side,
set forth in the Sermon on the Mount, the life they wish to live. Or even more discipleship of Jesus is ultimately a supealthough not limited to that discourse. seriously, they are blind to the truth of rior way of life, even in a fallen world.
Respect for fellow men; wholesome Jesus and to the real meaning of being Living harmoniously with fellow men is
regard of persons of opposite gender; God's child. By the way they live (their more rewarding than living by hatred; the
faithfulness to marriage commitments; fruit, to use Jesus' metaphor) they reveal love that envelops marital faithfulness and
veracity of speech; love of enemies; their identity.
permanence can't be equaled by the
romantic pleasures of the lustful eye or
the wandering feet; truthfulness will produce more success and less trouble than
issue of nonviolence, it has little to do falsehood or misleading speech; enemies
with salvation.
are more successfully dealt with by love
However, I think it should be said that and conciliatory responses than by belin the life of the Christian, nonviolence ligerence. Doing our charity inauspifollows salvation as a result. And the ciously helps us avoid the ugliness of
Scriptures also teach that in the world the pride, and relieves us from all sort of pubsword is necessary to deal with evil.
lic expectations; reduced affection for
It is the gospel of Jesus that enables us material things is easier on our pocketto become Christians, or as Paul puts it in books as well as our frustration levels;
1 Cor. 15:2-4, "By this gospel you are being slow to judge others leaves us less
saved, if you hold firmly to the word I likely to incur others' harsh opinions.
preached to you. Otherwise, you have
we view discipleship of Jesus as
believed in vain. For what I received I he How
describes
the Sermon on the
passed on to you as of first importance: Mount dependsitoninwhose
we really
that Christ died for our sins according to are. We reveal that identity,child
not
by
saying
This letter is in response to Samuel the Scriptures, that he was buried, that he certain words of affirmation of Jesus,
but
Brubaker's column, "Who Sees?" in the was raised on the third day according to by the way we live.
the Scriptures."
June issue of the Evangelical Visitor.
Yes, we can live by the Sermon on the
Maybe it can be said this is a way of Mount.
After a discussion on nonviolence, he
if the world disdains, hates,
concludes with this question: "Given her meeting the Indian lady on her level. or even Even
destroys
us, we will live. Both in
perspective of Christians, and the realities There is no problem with that, but please, this world with life
of Christendom and even of Evangelical- don't omit the only way by which one next with life eternal.abundant, and in the
ism, how shall I go about inviting the becomes a Christian. Or as another has
Hindu lady to become a Christian?" My said, "If you dare to present salvation to
question is this: How does becoming a someone without taking them to Calvary,
Christian depend on one's view of nonvi- you are a traitor."
A regular columnist in the Visitor. Samuel
olence? It seems to me that whatever
Wilma Young
M. Brubaker is a physician who lives in
position we would take in regard to the
St. Thomas, Pa.
Arcanum, Ohio.
JO Evangelical Visitor
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Readers may correspond with Onesimus by
writing to him in care of the Evangelical Visitor.
P.O. Box 166, Nappanee, IN46550. Letters to
Onesimus may be published unless they are
marked "Personal-Not for Publication."

Dear Paul,
Were you ever married? Did you
ever have any biological children? I
know you had many spiritual children; I'm one of them. And I do know
that the dynamics within your spiritual family were not always placid. You
confronted some hard issues in your
letters and teachings, but always your
father-heart longed for reconciliation
and restoration. Here in Bangkok,
Thailand, I've heard a story of family
dynamics that tugs at my parental
heartstrings.
The Brethren in Christ took notice
of Bangkok in the 1980s as one of the
huge, unreached cities of the world. A
center of commerce and learning, it is
also famous for its congestion and
pollution. And its decadence draws
sexual pleasure-seekers from all over
the world. It's a city of nine million,
mostly Buddhist with a strong underlay of spiritistic animism. The people
take great pride in their history of
freedom from foreign domination and
are very resistant to "foreign religion"
as well.
Since the country had become
closed to the entrance of new mission
organizations, John and Kathy Brubaker went as "tentmakers," first as
students of the Thai language and then
as an employee family in the workplace of a technical institute which
trains students from all over Asia. In
their spare time they made friends of
neighbors, co-workers, and others
whom God brought into their lives.
They tried hard to introduce these new
friends to their friend, Jesus Christ.
Hunk is a Thai university student
who came to Christ during a meeting
led by a Campus Crusade team from
South Africa. (I was surprised to learn
that a Brethren in Christ fellow was
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one of its members. What a wonderful, God-directed connection!) Hunk
came to John Brubaker for teaching
and nurture in his new faith. He also
brought friends and family members,
including his younger brother Liang.
Their parents were very uneasy about
these developments in the lives of
their children. They had been hoping
that this younger son would give himself in service for a period of time as
a Buddhist monk. When Liang also
professed his faith in Christ, they
asked their sons to leave home.
About the time these things were
happening with Hunk and Liang,
something happened in the Brubaker
family to give John and Kathy empathy with the alarm and heartache that
Liang's parents were feeling. They

October is a month
when we join in prayer
for these unreached
peoples, many of whom
live within the area
between 10 and 40
degrees north latitude,
stretching across Europe,
Africa and Asia. This
"10/40 window" is
birthplace and home to
the major world
religions. It's where you
lived and worked, Paul.
But it's also the area of
the world with the
greatest concentration of
unreached peoples.

discovered that their daughter Alicia's
teacher had taken her nursery school
class to the temple to pay respect to
the Buddha. Fortunately, Alicia's chitchat about her school day brought this
quickly to their attention, and they
were able to stop her participation in
the temple visits.
Jesus said that following him might
bring trouble in families. Hunk and
Liang are still hoping that their parents will come to know and embrace
the truth and freedom of life in Christ.
But until they do, a biological family
has been ruptured, with both sides
suffering from the enmity of the cross.
Thousands of people groups are
still unreached with the gospel of
Jesus Christ, either because no one
has told them or because of the double
bondage of Satan and culture has
made them resist the message. October is a month when we join in prayer
for these unreached peoples, many of
whom live within the area between
10 and 40 degrees north latitude,
stretching across Europe, Africa and
Asia. This "10/40 window" is birthplace and home to the major world
religions. It's where you lived and
worked, Paul. But it's also the area of
the world with the greatest concentration of unreached peoples.
A group of Brethren in Christ from
Pennsylvania will be among the hundreds of teams "prayer-walking"
within this window during October.
As they walk the streets of the
Bangkok community where John and
Kathy Brubaker still hope to establish a Brethren in Christ church (the
Brubakers have been called to work
in North America right now), they
will look at the homes and people
with Jesus' eyes of compassion. They
will pray prayers of blessing, of liberation from the bondage and blindness imposed by Satan, prayers of
courage, persistence, and strength for
Hunk and Liang and other Thai brothers and sisters in Christ. They will be
claiming hearts and homes for Jesus
Christ. It's a missionary journey of a
different kind, but I think you would
approve.
Your faithful child in Christ,
Onesimus
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Vision!

Priority!

Commitment!

by Harvey R. Sider

All of us develop points of reflection
and evaluation. They may occur as the
old year ends and the new year emerges,
at times of relocation to a new community or church, or at the mid-point in a
career.
As I write this, we are at the mid-point
between the 1996 General Conference in
California and our forthcoming General
Conference in Pennsylvania. What an
ideal opportunity to stop and reflect—and
project what has happened both in the
world and in the church and how we
move ahead.
The past 12 months have been momentous. Remember Hong Kong, which
after 100 years reverted peacefully to
China? I was fascinated with the HaleBopp comet while at the same time I was
appalled by the mass suicide of the persons involved in the Heaven's Gate cult,
who seriously believed that in the tail of
the comet was a UFO upon which they
would be transported directly to heaven.
Traumatic events between the Israelis and
Palestinians, turmoil in Africa, and in
North America O.J. Simpson and Timothy McVey tended to dominate our television screens. Who knows what shattering event will happen before we meet
again at General Conference?
This raises some sobering questions.
What can I do about such overwhelming
issues? What obligations do I have to my
neighbors near and far away? Remember,
Paul spoke forthrightly about his obligation (Rom. 1:14-17). Likewise, what is
the responsibility of my congregation and
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denomination to address matters both secular and sacred? Will we have the conviction, commitment, and courage to
make a difference? Are we prepared for
the cost in terms of expenditure of time,
energy, finances, and personnel?
This is an ideal time for us to go "back
to the future" by remembering our mission and refocusing our vision of 250
growing, discipling, sending congregations by A.D. 2000. Such a challenge
does not entertain the idea of job security
or earning more money, raising families
in a safe place, or preparing for retirement. It is a direct summons to face the
remaining two and a half years of this
millennium with resolve, committed to
the priority and command of Christ to
win the lost, make disciples, and send
them out into the world.
How will we meet the challenge of
participating in conversion growth in our
congregations as well as experiencing the
excitement of planting new churches; of
discipling all believers into mature, obedient, reproducing Christians; and sending people into a wide variety of ministry
opportunities locally, nationally, and internationally?
First, there must be vision. Vision
begins by waiting on God. Isaiah (Is. 1-6),
Jeremiah (Iff.), and Barnabas and Paul
(Acts 13:2-3) were challenged to daunting
tasks as they listened to the Lord. Each
had a clear sense of his mission because it
was a message that came from the
Almighty. Without a vision, people perish. Without waiting and listening, there is
no compelling vision.
Jesus frequently engaged in extended
times of prayer and communication with
his father. From such experiences he
could declare a clear sense of mission:
"My meat is to do the will of him who
sent me and tofinishhis work" (Jn. 4:34).
No delay was possible, no priority greater
than the transformation of sinners into
saints. No wonder, then, that with great
conviction he set his face as a flint to go
to Jerusalem and face his death.
What people do is largely based on
their vision. If one's vision is to be rich,

famous, or powerful (such as Rockefeller
or Hitler), time and energies are directed
that way. Our vision as Christians must be
radically different. It is to honor God by
loving him and the people he has placed
in this world. To keep the vision sharply
focused, we need to spend time with the
Lord. Prayer not only heightens an awareness of God's presence but also awakens
a sense of awesome responsibility for
those who don't know Christ. Prayer
helps to focus our vision by strengthening
the conviction that without Christ everyone is lost and headed for hell.
The New Testament shows us the
powerful influence of both personally and
corporately seeking God's face. Acts is a
textbook on prayer. It is little wonder,
then, that the vision for a growing, discipling, sending church is a major theme
of the book. I gratefully sense there is a
growing support base for prayer among
us. Individuals, groups and congregations
are communicating this to me. As the
Brethren in Christ continue to make
prayer integral to life, our vision for the
lost will compel us to keep moving
toward the fulfillment of our mission.
Second, to reach our vision of 250
growing, discipling, sending churches by
A.D. 2000, we will need to own this as a
priority, both personally and corporately.
The March edition of Vision News,
made available to everyone in the denomination, provided an example of how this
is happening in each conference. Look
for more of these stories of God's grace in
next month's Vision News. These illustrations are but a drop in the bucket of
what is happening in the Brethren in
Christ Church and the potentials for the
future when our threefold vision (growcontinued on page 27
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EDITORIAL
In this issue's lead article, "The new, improved Brethren
in Christ," Rod White notes that a high percentage of our
current pastors do not have a Brethren in Christ background.
As one who does not have a long Brethren in Christ pedigree, I've met my share of people who gave me a "cool" (if
not "cold") shoulder until they learned that I had the good
sense to marry a woman whose last name was Bert (as in
Chicago Mission's Sarah Bert) and who was related to Harry
Hock (a well-known Brethren in Christ evangelist a generation ago) and more distantly to some Climenhagas, Hoovers,
Wingerts, and Zooks.
Today, however, I'm not playing (or condemning) the
"name game." Instead, I'm drawn to Rod's assessment of
why we have so many pastors who have come from other
denominational backgrounds. He writes: "Many pastors, like
me, chose to connect because they appreciated what the
Brethren in Christ have developed over the years." In other
words, our core values lived out in authentic discipleship
attracted others to the Brethren in Christ Church.
It's one thing to develop and sustain core values in a fellowship which is small, relatively homogeneous, and has a
cluster of leaders who have been in the group for a long
time. It's quite another matter to sustain those same core values when that same fellowship intentionally brings in many
new members and has a growing percentage of new leaders
who have not grown up in the group. Frankly, I'm not at all
interested in going back to the "good old days" even if we
could (and we can't!). Instead, we as Brethren in Christ must
become more intentional in identifying and communicating
our core values.
Fortunately, the church has produced (and continues to
develop) tools to assist in this process. For example, the
Jubilee children's curriculum provides our congregations
with an attractive, "state of the art" curriculum built on many
of our core values. Here is only a partial list of the basic
beliefs which are foundational to the Jubilee curriculum:
Jesus Christ is Savior of the world; the Holy Spirit assures
and empowers us; discipleship means to live a life following
Christ; peacemaking is a core component of our beliefs; service and worldwide mission grow out of active discipleship.
Many of our congregations have found Jubilee to be a helpful way of communicating Brethren in Christ core values in
the Sunday school setting; many more need to take another,
closer look at this critically-acclaimed curriculum.
The four-book Life With God series has proven to be an
excellent aid in nurturing new converts. From the newest
book in the series, Life With God: First Steps (which helps a
person discover how to have a personal relationship with
God), to Life With God: Being the Church (designed for use
in a membership class), the series has been a consistent bestseller. But a number of Brethren in Christ congregations
don't use the Life With God series. I think they should give
it another look.
Adult Sunday school departments need to offer classes
using Warren Hoffman's Secret of the Harvest (which outSeptember 1997

lines how everyone in a congregation can play a role in
bringing people to Jesus) and Everything Necessary by
Luke Keefer, Jr. (which looks at "God's provisions for the
holy life"). David Thompson's Bible Study That Works, a
clear and readable introduction to the basic principles of
inductive Bible study, is an excellent resource for an adult
Sunday school class or Wednesday evening study.
All of these resources—and many more—have been
developed by the church and are available to assist congregations in accomplishing our vision of "250 Growing, Discipling, Sending Congregations by A.D. 2000." But they
do no good sitting in the Evangel Publishing House stockroom; they need to be used by our congregations.
Pastors and church boards, Christian education directors and Sunday school staff—we all must become more
intentional in our discipleship and Christian education programs if we hope to maintain the core values which have
attracted others to become Brethren in Christ.
G
P.S.: It is obvious that the Visitor does not have the budget
or staff that Christianity Today and other evangelical magazines have. Nevertheless, I am convinced that the Visitor
is critical in maintaining the fellowship ties of our widespread denomination and is a useful tool in helping people
become active members in the Brethren in Christ Church.
While we are working at improving the magazine in
terms of both content and graphics, we look to readers and
congregational leaders to help us increase circulation. For
several years we've resisted the pressure to increase prices
(although paper, postage, and labor costs have all
increased) so that price does not stand in the way of individuals subscribing, as well as making it easier for congregations to pay for the "Every Home" plan.
We value the words of criticism, advice, and encouragement which come our way. This fall, even as you renew
your own subscription, we invite you to encourage others
to subscribe—individually or by way of your congregation
adopting the "Every Home" plan.

Pontius'
Puddle

The All-Forest
Fellowship quickly
dissolved after the
herbivores discovered
that while they were
praying, the carnivores
were saying grace.
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The salvation provided by our Lord Jesus Christ will be consummated for the
believer in the joy of heaven and the full realization of the kingdom of God. In
our glorified bodies we will be free from all the effects of sin. Restored in the
likeness of Christ, we will worship God and reign with Christ throughout eternity.
—Excerpted from the Brethren in Christ Articles of Faith and

Doctrine.

Moving?
Please let us know your
new address at least
three weeks in
advance.
The postal
system
charges us 500 per copy
for returned
magazines...
and you miss a copy of
the
magazine.
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